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ABSTRACT

Audiovisual Installation as Ecological Performativity lies in the fields of sonic arts and audiovisual practice, which experiment with developing non-linear installations from a temporally dynamic aesthetic. The project was initiated by my recent shift in artistic practice away from fixed-media audiovisual formats to non-linear procedures and by recent ecological discourses of human and nonhuman agency. The research aims to locate an ecology of practice that, rather than being autonomous and reductive, is directly affected by the specificity and proximity of connections made in practice and process on a relational level.

The submitted non-linear installations resulted from three field recording projects carried out between June 2014 and December 2015, spanning the west coast of North America from the Salton Sea in Southern California, to the northern regions of western Canada. From initial processes with practitioners from the fields of moving image, my iterative creative practice developed and applied computational methods to tease out co-creative apparatuses from the audiovisual material gathered. These techniques came to include convolution, data sonification, computer vision and improvisation as a means to explore non-linear processes. Barry Truax, Damián Keller, R. Luke Dubois, Andrea Polli and Jean-Marc Pelletier provided useful insights to contemplate these computational processes as co-creative devices.

The work Undercurrent incorporates material gathered from the Yalakom River in British Columbia, Canada, using visual material by media artist Shannon Harris. The remaining works—Flight Variant, Cathedral and Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream—emerged from two audiovisual collection journeys through the south-western regions of the United States with filmmaker Andrew Denton.

My research was guided by the belief that non-linear creative processes exploring co-creative devices from the agency of material can elicit different sensibilities and lines of communication, providing an alternative way in which to be in creative practice and experience the world— one that is emergent, contingent and performative. Thus my project was drawn to concepts of material agency and performativity in the writings of Karen Barad, Jane Bennett, Judith Butler, Donna Haraway, Andrew Pickering, and Timothy Morton. In addition, the philosophical provocations of Timothy Ingold, Erin Manning, Brian Massumi, Isabelle
Stengers, and Thon Van Dooren were enlisted to locate my ecology of practice in a relational mode of experience that emphasized an ecological awareness.

From the position of creative research, attention to these theoretical discourses provided an opportunity to reconceptualise and ask new questions from the core of artistic practice. The result evolved into what I have come to call Ecological Performativity. This is a mode of practice that considers—in act and thought—the context and formative creative process, and the resulting artefacts, as a responsive embodiment of larger structures of phenomena. The outcome is a reorientation of my creative thinking-making procedures. The notion of creativity shifts from an anthropocentric understanding to a relational and performative ontology where the interactions between people, places and things constitute a dynamic mode of artistic practice.

Ultimately, my practice-based research is a multimodal endeavour deeply entangled in the mesh of the world: matter, materials, and modes of thinking. In line with the discussions on agency and performativity, this research considers the complex, emergent and dynamic encounters available through situated experience and experimentation. By considering the world as a network of phenomena that are fundamentally interconnected and interdependent, the result is a performative engagement and attunement with the world that functions as an aid to the imagination. Human activity is placed into a larger environmental context as it intersects with forces greater than those of human design, providing a multi-layered point of creative enquiry. This, I believe, works towards an artistic philosophy that purports the way we imagine the world and how we act in it reciprocally inform one another. As such, the concept of Ecological Performativity developed alongside the iterative creative practice.

The creative and written components of this dissertation are two expressions of the practice, process and outcome and should be considered holistically. Documentation films and the creative code accompany all resulting artefacts, and are located on the external flash drive as indicated in the Appendix. Aspects of my research have been published internationally during the course of my research.
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Existence is not an individual affair [where entities] pre-exist their interactions, but rather, an ongoing ebb and flow of agency where individuals and things emerge through and as part of their entangled intra-relating.

Karen Barad

Everything is connected to something, which is connected to something else, ...the specificity and proximity of connections matter— who we are bound up with and in what ways.

Thom Van Dooren
PREFACE

As a creative practitioner I have explored many fields of artistic practice in the fine arts, opera singing, film scoring, acoustic/electroacoustic composition and multimedia installation arts. While music composition and opera singing became my focus, I owe a great deal of my creative curiosity to the formative years spent at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design (NSCAD) in Halifax, Canada. I entered NSCAD as a teenager carrying my box of paints, charcoals, inks and colour contés, with the ambition of becoming a visual artist. This was an exciting time for my seventeen-year-old self as I was entrenched in a hub of creative activity and exposed to a plethora of artistic practices. While initial studies encompassed the traditional arts of painting, drawing and sculpture, for which my box needed constant re-supplying, another item would soon become the main creative tool: my father’s old tape recorder.

Raymond first bought this device in the early 1970s as a means of recording our month-long family summer sojourns off ‘The Rock.’ I can still recall the smell of that beige plastic device and the feel of the play/record/pause buttons. These audio travel diaries detailed our epic road trips all over North America, in which the day-to-day events were recounted amongst a backdrop of noisy children and camping activities. During the long cold snowbound Newfoundland winters, my parents and four siblings would periodically replay these tapes and chart the course of next summer’s adventure.

I was intrigued by this tape-recorder and, at the sprightly age of seven, preceded to capture the sounds of my world. With microphone and recorder in hand, my early “field recordings” were those of household and backyard activities, sibling shenanigans, and sounds from the nearby gullies and forests. I would spend hours recording and playing back the gathered material, captivated by the audio representation of what was previously live.

By the time I entered NSCAD my relationship with sound was deep-rooted. Fortunately, during the 1980s, NSCAD was well known for its inter-media studies.  

1 The Rock is common slang for the island of Newfoundland. Located on the most easterly point of North America, it has acquired this nickname as it comprises some of the oldest rock formations found on Earth. In parts, it is a windswept barren landscape consisting of ancient spindly spruce trees that grow horizontally along the ground in order to survive.
in installation, video and sound art, from which I grasped the creative potential for my pile of Maximum tapes and my father’s beige tape-recorder. Once my foundation studies were complete, and with the encouragement of my instructors, I exchanged my box of paints, charcoals and contés for a reel-to-reel and began tape splicing audio fragments together.

All these years later, digital recording and the ubiquitous use of computers have replaced tape splicing and the two-track, and my youthful art school ambitions of becoming a visual artist have evolved into a career as a trained opera singer, composer and researcher. The one thing that has remained throughout, however, is the continued creative exploration of the day-to-day situated sounds and encounters in the real world. My field recordings have been collected all over Canada, the United States and New Zealand, and what was once a child’s curiosity about her father’s new toy has produced a catalogue of collaborative multimedia works that are intrinsically linked to geographical factors and everyday phenomena.

But what is it about these experiential encounters with the “stuff of the world” that has held my curiosity? What significance does it have in my mode of artist practice, and how does this practice influence the conditions in which creative possibilities are activated, assembled, and processed? More specifically, what would motivate my collaborators and me to collect field recordings that place us in Death Valley at 153 degrees Fahrenheit, the polluted waste-lands of the Salton Sea in Southern California, the crowded sidewalks of Los Angles and the tourist-filled paved pedestrian trails of Sequoia National Forest? Moreover, what purpose does making art from these lived and experiential encounters in the world have?

What I envisioned when embarking on this dissertation was a practice-based inquiry into my creative research from a temporally dynamic aesthetic, one

---

2 Chris Salter, Alien Agency: Experimental Encounters with Art in the Making (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2015), 4-5. I borrow this turn of phrase from Salter, who describes art works in which the agency and performative qualities of material and objects (the stuff of the world) “behaves and performs beyond us”, becoming co-creative components in the resulting artefact.

3 Linda Candy, “Practice Based Research: A Guide.” Accessed June 1 2013, https://www.creativityandcognition.com/resources/PBR%20Guide-1.1-2006.pdf. Candy defines practice-based research as “an original investigation undertaken in order to gain new knowledge partly by means of practice and the outcomes of that practice.” She further suggests that “the emphasis is on creative process and the works that are generated from the process: the artefact plays a vital part in the new understanding about practice that arise.” Candy’s definition encapsulates the methodology used in my research.
embedded in the context of time and place. In developing the four new non-linear audiovisual installations resulting from three field recording projects during 2014–2015, non-linear processes were explored to tease out and locate emergent paradigms of expressions. In my research, I use the term non-linear rather than generative to foreground my shift away from the linear trajectory of fixed-media (pre-rendered) formats to explore processes that are not fixed in time. Non-linear thus refers to computational processes that have the capacity to alter the temporal alignment of the sonic and/or visual materials contained in the audiovisual installations.

Thus in this mode of artistic practice, creative openings negotiated a dynamic space of relational and situational experience that developed into a practice I refer to in this dissertation as Ecological Performativity. This is an artistic inquiry that shifts from the anthropocentric conceptualisation of creativity to a relational and performative ontology. The outcome is a reorientation of my creative thinking-making procedures where the “intra-actions” between people, places and things constitute a dynamic mode of artistic practice and are considered and explored as co-creative devices. Thus the context and formative creative process, and the resulting artefacts, are understood as a responsive embodiment of larger structures of phenomena.

As practice-based research, this dissertation traces the conceptual development of Ecological Performativity and its creative outcomes, and presents a range of contextualising theoretical and critical investigations that have influenced the direction of the research. Similar to other creative practitioners who have interrogated and theorized their own practice, my dissertation involves practice, theory, journal, history, and autobiography. Using this multi-modal approach the tools, methods and pathways of practice and thought co-evolve through transformative occurrence. My position is that an attunement to the complex polyphony of influences in the ongoing movement of practice is

5 Audience feedback was bracketed off from my research as I engaged in a practice-based methodology to tease out co-creative processes from the situated encounters in the field. Thus, my research focus is in the process of creating the works and not how they were received once installed.
6 Salter, Alien Agency: Experimental Encounters with Art in the Making, xii.
expressed to show how I arrived at the notion of *Audiovisual Installation as Ecological Performativity.*

Inherently this project is a transdisciplinary\(^7\) task, one that intertwines creative practice with different ways of making sense of the world, out of which new tendencies and relationships are contemplated and expressed.

---

\(^7\) Basarab Nicolescu, "Methodology of Transdisciplinarity – Levels of Reality, Logic of the Included Middle and Complexity," *Transdisciplinary Journal of Engineering & Science* 1, no. 1 (2010): 31. I use transdisciplinary, rather than interdisciplinary, to try and express the transversal nature of how my PhD research was conducted. This resonates with Nicolescu’s notion of transdisciplinarity where: “The transdisciplinary values are neither objective nor subjective. They result from the Hidden Third, which signifies the interaction of the subjective objectivity of the transdisciplinary Object and the objective subjectivity of the transdisciplinary Subject.”
1. INTRODUCTION

Every practice is a mode of thought, already in the act. To dance: a thinking in movement. To paint: a thinking through color. To perceive in the everyday: a thinking of the world’s varied ways of affording itself. Each is a technique, or, springboard that sets in motion a practice from within. Erin Manning and Brian Massumi

The Mode of Thought

Erin Manning and Brian Massumi, in Thought in the Act: Passages in the Ecology of Experience, set the tone for how my research was conducted. As a practice-based PhD, the methods, pathways and objectives of the endeavour were that of an inquiry in creative practice rather than a means to answer any particular question, as is the case with traditional dissertations. Embedded in my creative activity, or mode of artistic thought, questions did emerge that responsively informed the inquiry, which set in motion an engagement with various critical, theoretical, and philosophical discourses. In turn this influenced the thinking-in-the-making procedures, and how I came to contextualise my practice and the resulting non-linear audiovisual installations as an Ecological Performativity act.

Accordingly, I was drawn to writers and practitioners who grapple with ideas of agency and the performative in relation to human and nonhuman bodies and to ecological, social, cultural and political concerns, and who raise and challenge long-standing narratives of human exceptionalism. Engaging with these discourses afforded a means to reorient, reconceptualise, and find new openings into elements that are integral to my creative research, including situated experiential encounters with the “stuff of the world,” experimentation-as-process with non-linear devices in accord with those encounters, and experiencing artistic practice as an affective ecology of engagement. Consequently, the complex yet

---

9 Robin Nelson, Practice as Research in the Arts (Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013), 19–27. Nelson makes clear that a “research inquiry can be evident in the practice […] Both arts practices and research investigations take place in contexts.” My research aligns with Nelson in that it is the process of making the non-linear installations from the situated encounters in the different environments that constitute the inquiry, which evolved into the practice I call Ecological Performativity.
tacit knowledge of creative practice became more explicit, evolving into the process of developing my dissertation as Ecological Performativity. My approach to practice came to consider notions of human and nonhuman agency and the performative capacities of such bodies as co-creative devices. Agency and the performative are thus intertwined in what Andrew Pickering describes as the performative idiom; that is, a shift away from representational modes of thought to one where the world is full of active matter that does (performs) things. Thus, the dynamics of time, place and material and the creative processes that ensue resonate in an “ecology of practice,”13 from which results the artwork. This is non-linear in transmission and is an emergent method of praxis, which holds open space for the complex and interwoven aspects of our material world with us in it and within it.

My research concerns have therefore been to articulate and weave together the actively relational interplay between first person (my) experience in what Donna Haraway refers to as the making-doing-thinking of creative practice and that of the influences that accompany it. Haraway describes this figure of practice as a back and forth passing of patterns, similar to string figure games. In doing so, Haraway enlists anthropologist Marilyn Strathern’s provocation that:

It matters what thoughts think thoughts. It matters what knowledges know knowledges. It matters what relations relate relations. It matters which worlds world worlds. It matters which stories tell stories.16

Haraway provides a way to reflect on the iterative and non-linear nature of my research in that the making-doing of creative practice is the thinking out of which the artistic knowledge evolves. Accordingly, Haraway’s position is relational17 and aligns with my position of practice: one that operates porously between

---

15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17 Donna Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene (Durham: Duke University Press, 2016), Loc 1334. Haraway’s 2016 publication expands her relational position by referencing sympoiesis. “Sympoiesis is a simple word; it means “making-with. Nothing makes itself; nothing is really autopoietic or self-organizing. […] Sympoiesis is a word proper to complex, dynamic, responsive, situated, historical systems. It is a worlding-with, in company. Sympoiesis enfolds autopoiesis and generatively unfurls and extends it.”
subjective and objective, practice and theory, and embraces the value of such entangled configurations.

Along the way, the influences that accompany—other thinkers and doers—became entwined with my passing patterns of practice: the thoughts, knowledge, relationships, worlds, and stories. Analogous to what Manning and Massumi call “the friends,” these accompanying influences “activate[d] a process [and] force that acts as a differential within the ongoing movement of thought...creating an intensive passage between past and future outsides...a complex polyphony. [...] Thought not as already-constituted but as a force for creative thinking-feeling.” Here Manning and Massumi provide an interpretation of Deleuze’s notion of the intercessors: “the felt force that activates the threshold between thinking and feeling.” Throughout my dissertation these “friends” will interweave with how I experienced, contextualised and ultimately described the making-doing-thinking of my creative research as an ecologically performative process.

Operating in this discursive register, from a research-creative core, gave me a platform for experimentation-as-process that contributed to my new ways of thinking by insisting that every practice is a knowledge that can speak and act through differences and emerging possibilities. Consequently, I have adopted what Jillian Hamilton calls the “connective dissertation” which “synthesize[s] differently situated perspectives, subject positions, styles, voices and accents [and] weav[es] them into a unified coherent and flowing text: [...] a polythesis.” I do so to express the different perspectives and threads of making and thinking activities contained in my research. This will become apparent as I traverse between journal entries made on field recording sessions, subjective thoughts in

---

19 Ibid., Loc 1253.
20 Ibid., Loc 1243.
21 Natalie Loveless, "Practice in the Flesh of Theory: Art, Research, and the Fine Arts PhD," Canadian Journal of Communication 37, (2012): 102. Loveless argues that “the Fine Arts PhD serves doctoral level work that experiments with inherited formal constraints and challenges the lines delineating legitimate disciplinary labour. In this way the Fine Arts PhD contributes to new thinking in inter- and non-disciplinary pedagogy by insisting that we ask ourselves what gets to count as legitimate knowledge production, where, when, and how.” Loveless's research is motivated by the current shift in Canada and the United States to take serious practice-based doctoral programs. The question of what constitutes knowledge resonates with my research inquiry, in that it is out of the making-doing-thinking of creative practice that new ideas evolve. This perspective represents a non-reductive process that opens alternative possibilities and challenges.
the practice and processes of making the works, and the various positions of other thinkers and practitioners.

The non-linear audiovisual installations developed during my research are the result of three field recording projects that took place between June 2014 and December 2015. These situated experiences span the west coast of North America, from the Salton Sea in Southern California to the northern regions of western Canada. The work Undercurrent incorporates material gathered from the Yalakom River, located in British Columbia, Canada. The remaining works—Flight Variant, Cathedral, and Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream—emerged from an audiovisual collection process in the southwestern regions of the United States. This gruelling three-week field recording session was undertaken with film and video artist Andrew Denton and architect Adrian McNaught who photographed the trip for documentation purposes, and involved extreme and often disturbing locations. It was during this field recording trip that I asked: What does making art from these lived and experiential encounters in the world do? In other words, what is the purpose of an art form relationally situated in time and place?

In my dissertation, I seek to address this question by considering the artworks as artefacts that are part of a larger structure of phenomena and borrow the term meshwork from Tim Ingold (via Henri Lefebvre) to reflect this. Ingold defines meshwork as a “zone of entanglement [where] there are no insides or outsides, only openings and ways through.” I fold Ingold’s meshwork in with Haraway’s passing patterns and her suggestion of the need to “[…] make-with—become-with, compose-with—the earth-bound,” provided me with a workable way to reflect on my experience and creative outcomes: one that operates in an “ecology of emergence.”

---

23 One such location, the Salton Sea, has been described as being the most depressing place in California. Ransom Riggs, “Strange Geographies: Bombay Beach.” Accessed July 20, 2014, http://mentalfloss.com/article/24260/strange-geographies-bombay-beach
24 Timothy Ingold, Lines: A Brief History (Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2007), 80.
25 Ibid., 103.
26 Haraway, “Staying with the Trouble: Sympoiesis, String Figures, Multispecies Muddles”.
The Springboard

The lived experience of our multifaceted relationship to the world is like finely-threaded interwoven lines, a ‘meshwork’.\textsuperscript{28}

Timothy Ingold

As noted in the Preface, my engagement with creative practice has traversed many artistic disciplines: I see myself as a wayfarer. As with any definition of wayfaring, for me it has to do with movement. Tim Ingold’s notion resonates in describing wayfaring as a “movement of self-renewal or becoming.”\textsuperscript{29} Ingold equates the movement of the wayfarer—both human and nonhuman—with life that is lived along interwoven lines rather than one that goes from point A to B. The result of the movement, and the subsequent lines, creates an ever-evolving meshwork in which each wayfarer is embedded.\textsuperscript{30} By examining life like this, Ingold recasts the linear orientation of past and present time to that of an interwoven narrative where the ways of inhabitant knowledge are “alongly integrated.”\textsuperscript{31}

Thinking of Ingold’s wayfaring meshwork of alongly interwoven narratives provides a way to orient the conditions, influences and knowledges—past and present—from which my dissertation emerges. The approach constitutes a transdisciplinary dialogue where the creative practice resonates from the various strands of encounters—in the field, in my practice and in the writings and thoughts of other researchers.\textsuperscript{32}

Two strands that triggered my practice-based PhD emerged directly from my Master of Music in composition conducted at University of Waikato. Initially that thesis, titled \textit{Multimedia Collaboration as Art Practice}, encompassed the making of works within the domain of music composition. As the research progressed and it became apparent the portfolio would consist entirely of

\textsuperscript{28} Timothy Ingold, \textit{Being Alive: Essays on Movement, Knowledge and Description} (London and New York: Routledge, 2011), 63 and 70.
\textsuperscript{29} Ingold, \textit{Lines: A Brief History}, 116.
\textsuperscript{30} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{31} Ibid., 89. (Italics authors)
\textsuperscript{32} I acknowledge that audience response to the works is an aspect of the “alongly interwoven narrative.” However, for my PhD, it was necessary to focus on the process of making-doing-thinking the non-linear installations to tease out co-creative devices from the materials gathered, which evolved into the practice I call Ecological Performativity.
collaborative works, I became interested to find reasons why this was so—what was the lure of collaboration?

To address my curiosity, I first researched previous collaborative endeavours between practitioners in music, dance and film. While of interest, this quickly mutated to a dialogic engagement with research outside the domain of music and creative practice. Concepts from the social sciences, sciences and philosophy percolated to include citations that equated collaboration with interconnectivity and the liquid network; with open systems and as a field of activity; and with convergences, collision of differences and adjacent possibilities. Here, Steven Johnson’s thoughts on innovation and ‘where good ideas come from’ were enlisted as a method to explore and contextualise my research.

These ideas provided a supportive discourse on my practice, which had become a collaborative interdisciplinary activity over the course of twenty-five years. I began to think and describe collaboration from a systems theory perspective, as that of an environment where the possibility of ‘something to happen’ could emerge. Within this “field of activity” many outcomes become available; all of which are dependent on interaction with the existing components.

The strange and beautiful truth about the adjacent possible is that its boundaries grow as you explore those boundaries. Each new combination ushers new combinations into the adjacent possible.

For me, viewing collaboration as a “field of activity” encouraged a perspective that acknowledged the multi-layered complexities at work in any given encounter in a non-reductive way. Accordingly, during my PhD research, these complexities came to include human and nonhuman agency in the meshwork of interwoven narratives. Thinking in this way required me to hold open

space to the extent of the complexity without relying on reductive thinking procedures.\textsuperscript{38}

The second strand that surfaced during my masterate was the shift in my practice away from fixed-media formats to the exploration of non-linear systems. This was motivated by my growing curiosity to explore a more dynamic aesthetic that could include information contained in or about the respective environments beyond the audio and visual material. Non-linear audiovisual installations were built\textsuperscript{39} that explored and incorporated components such as weather and the meteorological and environmental data gleaned from these situated encounters. In these works, the data was used to trigger volume controls on audio tracks containing recorded acoustic improvisations. Of interest to my PhD research was the method of redistributing creative processes to the agential potentials of the material resources.\textsuperscript{40} This loosening-up of (my) human-centric control over the final artefact opened a \textit{making-doing-thinking} process that I believe aligns with Natasha Myer and Joe Durit’s proposed \textit{affective entanglements of inquiry}.\textsuperscript{41} The authors describe this as a mode of inquiry in which the agency, responsivity, and relationships between the researcher (or actor via Latour),\textsuperscript{42} the object, the data and the instruments are entangled in an ongoing transformative occurrence inside the creative process of experimentation.\textsuperscript{43} A dynamic space is entered, in which the process of meaning-making co-evolves improvisationally in what Myer and Durit call \textit{haptic creativity}.\textsuperscript{44} This aligns with the position of my practice in that the move towards non-linear systems began to redeploy my relationships with the

\textsuperscript{38} Thom van Dooren, \textit{Flight Ways} (New York: Columbia University Press, 2014), 39–44. I borrow to “hold open space” from van Dooren who acknowledges the “difficult task of taking seriously […] different temporal horizons and their overlaps and intersections.” For me, this highlights the need to be in the complexity of any situated encounter without resorting to dualistic thinking that, as van Dooren suggests, “holds us apart from the rest of the world.” Thus my notion of Ecological Performativity evolved by engaging in co-creative processes with different human and nonhuman bodies, which opened alternative pathways for creative practice.

\textsuperscript{39} All generative and non-linear works are created using the Cycling’74 Max software. I use this creative coding platform as it allows for a diverse range of audio and visual exploration.

\textsuperscript{40} Andrew Pickering, \textit{The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency, and Science} (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 6. In the first instance material agency references (through Bruno Latour) Andrew Pickering’s proposition that the material world is active and performative… “and comes at us from outside the human realm.”


\textsuperscript{42} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{44} Ibid., 244.
situated encounters in the field, experimentation-as-process with materials and tools, and the creative outcomes that ensued.

In the preliminary stages of my PhD research these two strands set in motion an extensive reading period, covering diverse fields of knowledge. This included C. D. Broad’s notion of emergent properties, whereby properties of a system emerge at higher levels of complexity due to the relationship of all parts. The more common research approach at the time (1925) focused on the smaller parts of a system rather than the whole—that is, its dissection. Broad’s theory encouraged an ecological perspective that later became known as systems thinking. Additionally, I was drawn to Fritjof Capra’s work, particularly the Web of Life and The Systems View of Life: A Unifying Vision. The latter, co-authored with Pier Luigi Luisi, present a coherent systemic worldview that integrates the biological, cognitive, social, and ecological dimensions of life. They discuss the philosophical, social, political and spiritual implications of such a unifying vision, in an attempt to overcome, what they define as “a crisis of perception,” or a human-centric use-value worldview. The broader intention of this book is to provide an appropriate framework for discussing one of the “great challenges of our time—the building and nurturing of sustainable communities.”

I then shifted to the cybernetic research of the 50s and 60s, via Chris Welsby and Andrew Pickering (which I contextualise in Chapter 2), and then to the cognitive and embodied mind research of the 80s and 90s. For me, in traversing these different research areas, highlighted the ontological shift that took place during the twentieth century—a shift away from the mechanistic, static representational model to a more interrelated, performative model. As shown by

---

47 Ibid., 342.
Chris Salter,⁵⁰ the trajectory of this shift occurred across all areas of creative practice. Within a few decades, theatre, dance, literature and music responded to this shift in ontological thinking to more performative, time-based and non-linear practices.⁵¹ New paradigms of expression and translation fostered the convergence and synthesis of artistic forms of which Salter writes: “…these new relationships and interactions of discrete aspects of experience [opened] deeper understandings of the nature of consciousness and the workings of the mind…the reorganization of human interaction and the reimagination of interrelatedness.”⁵²

My attention was lured towards this “reorganization of human interaction and the reimagination of interrelatedness.”⁵³ This resonated with my recent artistic explorations in non-linear processes and my thoughts on multimedia collaboration as an art practice, as well as my growing questions and concerns about the purposes of such an art practice. Since then, those preliminary navigations through diverse knowledge sets have traversed current critical, theoretical, and philosophical positions on human, nonhuman and material agency and the performative aspects of these bodies.

Engaging with these discourses from the core of creative research enabled the fundamental questions of my research to develop: What tendencies emerge in the making-doing-thinking of creative practice when human and nonhuman agency is considered as a co-creative device? What capacities do these tendencies have in the creative process and how do they affect the resulting artefact? Would a broadened understanding of agency and performativity provide different vocabularies of communication? Could those different vocabularies encourage alternative ways to sense the world? And if so, as a creative practitioner within the field of sonic arts and audiovisual installation practice, what is my response and response-ability?⁵⁴

---

⁵³ Ibid.
⁵⁴ Donna Haraway, "Anthropocene, Capitalocene, Cthulucene: Donna Haraway in Conversation with Martha Kenney," in *Art in the Anthropocene: Encounters among Aesthetics, Politics, Environments and Epistemologies*, eds. Heather Davis and Etienne Turpin (London: Open Humanities Press, 2015), 256; Carla Hustak and Natasha Myers, "Involutionary Momentum: Affective Ecologies and the Sciences of Plant/Insect Encounters," *differences* 23, no. 3 (2012): 106. The term “response-ability” first aligns with Haraway’s notion of a “cultivation through which we render each other capable, that cultivation of the capacity to respond […] as irreducibly collective and to-be-made” and, secondly, with Hustak and Myers’s “feminist ethics of ‘response-ability’ in which questions of species difference are always conjugated with attentions to affect, entanglement, and rupture […] in which creativity and curiosity characterize the experimental forms of life of all kinds of practitioners, not only the human ones.”
The Purpose

In April 2011 researchers from the natural and social sciences, the humanities and a variety of creative practitioners gathered in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Using the title *The Vibrancy Effect: An Anti-Disciplinary Meeting*, their focus was to discuss and “explore the aesthetic-political-technical-ethical effects of vibrant matter.”55 *Vibrancy*, here, is in direct reference to Jane Bennett’s concept of vibrant materiality or “thing-power” that, as Bennett claims, attempts to give voice to the energetic vitality intrinsic to matter and the active, earthy, and complex entanglements of humans and nonhumans.56

Meeting participants presented their unique understandings, approaches, and concerns for considering vibrant materiality, or, as previously noted, what sociologist of science Andrew Pickering calls “material agency”—“material that comes at us from outside the human realm.”57 In Figure 1, the variety of disciplines, terms, crossovers and paralleling conditions that can be traced for each practitioner underpins the *telos* in which this meeting resonated—one of a transdisciplinary, or rather, “antidisciplinary”58 enterprise that focused on matters of human, nonhuman and material agency. For Pickering, the use of this term “antidisciplinary” signifies that “the practices of the participants themselves already defied convenient categories of art, natural and social science.”59

The interwoven lines of this chart weave a narrative or meshwork (via Ingold) that exemplifies recent efforts to integrate diverse knowledge sets in order to challenge, or disrupt, the long-standing perspective of human exceptionalism.60 Of this, research-creator61 Chris Salter asserts: “As techno-science increasingly reaches into every aspect of life, formerly fast held distinctions between the inert and the active, the human and nonhuman and life and matter are cracking.”62

---

61 Research-creator is the Canadian term used for a practice-based researcher. As Salter works at Concordia University in Montreal, I include this term to align with the terminology used in Canada.
Figure 1. The Vibrancy Effect: An Anti-Disciplinary Meeting.\textsuperscript{63}

Following this, in May 2012 at a gathering of scholars at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee under the rubric of *The Nonhuman Turn*, and similar to *The Vibrancy Effect*, the discourses that emerged further explored the agency of human and nonhuman bodies. Jane Bennett suggests the relevance of *The Nonhuman Turn* is “to find new techniques, in speech and art and mood, to disclose the participation of nonhumans in “our” world.”\(^{64}\) Erin Manning further suggests that the “art of participation does not find its conduit solely in the human.”\(^{65}\)

Art also does its work without human intervention, activating fields of relation that are environmental or ecological in scales of intermixings that may include the human but don’t depend on it. How to categorize as human or nonhuman the exuberance of an effect of light, the way the air moves through a space, or the way one artwork catches another in its movement of thought. This is surely the force of curation: its choreographic capacity to bring to life the lingering nonhuman tendencies that bridge fields activated by distinct artistic processes. Artfulness is always more than human.\(^{66}\)

According to the conference book, *The Nonhuman Turn* evolved from a variety of intellectual and theoretical developments that occurred within the last decades of the twentieth century (Figure 2).\(^{67}\) Broadly speaking it can refer to objects such as “climate change, drought, and famine; to biotechnology, intellectual property, and privacy; to genocide, terrorism, and war.”\(^{68}\) Such wide-ranging perspectives on what constitutes an object and nonhuman are, as Salter proposes above, a disruption of distinctions. And as Timothy Morton suggests, given the many concerns arising in the twenty-first century—in the epoch of the Anthropocene—the turn towards the nonhuman has particular relevance to “exit modernity.”\(^{69}\)

---


\(^{66}\) Ibid.


\(^{68}\) Ibid., vii.

Figure 2. The Nonhuman Turn.

The purpose in highlighting these gatherings is twofold: first, to identify an area of critical thinking I was drawn to that influenced my creative research and how I subsequently contextualised my practice as Ecological Performativity; and second, to introduce some of the key thinkers (the friends) that accompany the making-doing-thinking of this project: Jane Bennett, Erin Manning, Brian Massumi, Timothy Morton, Andrew Pickering, and Chris Salter. Adding to this list are the theoretical and philosophical positions of Karen Barad, Judith Butler, Donna Haraway, and Chris Welsby. To contextualise the co-creative computational processes explored, I draw on the creative research of Barry Truax, Damián Keller, R. Luke Dubois, Andrea Polli and Jean-Marc Pelletier. Each, through their unique voice, offered a perspective on thinking in terms of agency and the performative that amplified and complicated (in the best way possible) the creative openings I sought to tease out. Their critical, theoretical, philosophical and artistic positions operate, not as triggering devices that directly incite my creative practice; but rather, as different entry points to **alongly** contemplate and

- **Actor-network theory**, particularly Bruno Latour’s career-long project to articulate technical mediation, nonhuman agency, and the politics of things
- **Affect theory**, both in its philosophical and psychological manifestations and as it has been mobilized by queer theory
- **Animal studies**, as developed in the work of Donna Haraway and others, projects for animal rights, and a more general critique of speciesism
- The **assemblage theory** of Gilles Deleuze, Manuel De Landa, Latour, and others
- New **brain sciences** like neuroscience, cognitive science, and artificial intelligence
- The **new materialism** in feminism, philosophy, and Marxism
- **New media theory**, especially as it has paid close attention to technical networks, material interfaces, and computational analysis
- Varieties of **speculative realism** including object-oriented philosophy, neovitalism, and panpsychism
- **Systems theory**, in its social, technical, and ecological manifestations
contextualise the thoughts and processes at work in my research, which evolved into considering the creative act as an ecologically performative event.

**Structure of the Thesis**

Following this Introduction chapter, I give an account of the initial pathways that set in motion my PhD research. In Chapter Two, The Lure Towards the Performative, I position the research in what Isabelle Stengers describes as an “ecology of practice.” I describe subjective experiences that underpin my beliefs of interconnectivity and highlight the motivation for my creative practice and early influences that directed my PhD research. This includes a review of creative practitioner-theorist Chris Welsby’s installations in relation to the non-linear processes I came to explore, and then of philosopher of science Andrew Pickering and his notion of the “dance of agency.” Accordingly, I examine my early experimentation-as-process procedures, which in turn influenced the trajectory of the research that ensued.

Chapter 3, The Relational Pathway, locates theoretical and philosophical provocations that have contributed to my research with the aim of exploring non-linear creative processes. These include writers who engage with the notion of agency and performativity in different ways, including Karen Barad’s “intra-action,” Judith Butler’s thoughts on performativity, Jane Bennett’s “thing-power,” and Timothy Morton’s dark ecology project, including his notion of the hyperobject and the aesthetics of causality. Each of these thinkers provides different entry points and lines of thought to think through the performative agency of human and nonhuman bodies.

In Chapter Four, Ecological Performativity, I offer a contextual review of techniques that focus on the computational processes employed in my practice to tease out co-creative devices from the materials gathered. Accordingly, I review other practitioners who have linkages with these procedures. From the position of thinking through the use of convolution as a co-creative device within an ecological discourse, I turn to practitioners Barry Truax and Damián Keller. Luke Dubois and Andrea Polli provided useful insights on the sonification of data, while Jean-Marc Pelletier’s work on computer vision offered a substantial resource to consider the use within a non-linear audiovisual installation.
In Chapter Five, the Portfolio, I describe the making-doing-thinking and feeling of each creative artefact that has emerged in my PhD research project. This includes a descriptive account of each work, incorporating journal entries from field recording sessions as well as technical considerations. To further contextualise these works, I borrow and deploy discourses reviewed in Chapter Two and Three and interweave these into my pathways of practice.

In Chapter Six, Alongly Integrated, I conclude and reflect on the trajectory of my practice-based inquiry and the contribution it has made to research. Additionally, I suggest my future avenues of creative research.

**Recapping the Questions to Emerge.**

What tendencies emerge in the making-doing-thinking of creative practice when material agency is explored as a co-creative device? What capacities do these tendencies have in the creative process and how do they affect the resulting artefact? Might a broadened understanding of agency and performativity provide different vocabularies for creative communication? Could those different vocabularies encourage alternative ways to sense the world? And if so, as a creative practitioner in the field of sonic arts and audiovisual practice, what is my response and response-ability?

**Recapping the Process.**

My PhD incorporated a practice-based methodology to experiment and tease out co-creative devices from materials gathered in different environments. As defined by Linda Candy, practice-based research is “an original investigation undertaken in order to gain new knowledge partly by means of practice and the outcomes of that practice.”\(^{70}\) The focus of this methodology is the “creative process and the works that are generated from the process: the artefact plays a vital part in the new understanding about practice that arise.”\(^{71}\) It is out of the making-doing-thinking of creative practice that new knowledge emerges. Thus my research focused on the making of the non-linear installations, which came to include the thinking companions (friends) who currently grapple with the notion of human and

---

\(^{70}\) Candy, "Practice Based Research: A Guide."

\(^{71}\) Ibid.
nonhuman agency. To restate Manning and Massumi these friends “activate[d] a process [and] force that acts as a differential within the ongoing movement of thought…creating an intensive passage between past and future outsides…a complex polyphony. […] Thought not as already-constituted but as a force for creative thinking-feeling.”72 The outcome of my practice-based research came to consider the resulting artefacts as a responsive embodiment of larger structures of phenomena, which in turn resulted in my notion of Ecological Performative.

2. THE LURE TOWARDS THE PERFORMATIVE

"Thinking issues of agency through the experiential encounters with the ‘stuff of the world’ encourage a radically different vision of the world—dynamic, temporally emergent, contingent, and performative."73

Chris Salter

The Ecology of Practice

Throughout my research I have engaged with the notion of agency and the performative to connect the aspects of my creative practice, through which I explore non-linear audiovisual installations in a co-creative way. Restating Ingold’s wayfaring meshwork of alongly interwoven narratives, various lines of engagement provided a complex relational flow74 with other writers and practitioners in my artistic inquiry. Incorporating these influential strands in my own work required both an acceptance of their commonality and differences in opinion. Anna Tsing refers to differences as the “zone of awkward engagement” calling such moments “‘friction’: the awkward, unequal, unstable, and creative qualities of interconnection across difference.”75 Making space for these encounters contributed to my “ecology of practice,”76 from which I discuss, contextualise, and position my research. Isabelle Stengers says:

[A]n ecology of practice is a tool for thinking through what is happening, and a tool is never neutral. A tool can be passed from hand to hand, but each time the gesture of taking it in hand will be a particular one—the tool is not a general means, defined as adequate for a set of particular aims, potentially including the one of the person who is taking it, and it does not entail a judgment on the situation as justifying its use. […] Here the gesture of taking in hand is not justified by, but both producing and produced by, the relationship of relevance between the situation and the tool.77

---

77 Ibid., 185.
Approaching my research in this way emphasised a mode of practice that is situational, emergent, and able to diverge and converge\(^\text{78}\) in the process of experimentation. I consider these components as creative tools and techniques in that the *relationship of relevance* (via Stengers) draws forward the *thinking-feeling* that can traverse different movements of experience. Technique, as understood by Manning and Massumi, “belongs to the act” and is a springboard that sets in motion “a practice from within.”\(^\text{79}\) Here, then, the subjective and objective are not positioned on opposite planes but rather move in a relational field that mobilises and transforms the work.\(^\text{80}\) Thus, my position of creative research cannot be compartmentalized but unfolds in a mode of becoming in the artistic “thought in the act”\(^\text{81}\) of practice. Of this Manning and Massumi reflect: “Thought gathers in the work. It is the event of the work’s unfolding. Not into language, but painting, on a canvas that seeks to activate a new way of seeing, a new effort at participation.”\(^\text{82}\) In my research, this canvas equates to non-linear audiovisual installations as outputs, while the effort to participate is experienced in the field and in the act of *making-doing-thinking*.

In identifying the position these techniques have in my research, it became equally important to identify two subjective threads that have tacitly motivated my interest in agency and performativity—my experience as an opera singer, and my fundamental belief in the interconnectedness of life on Earth. Once these two were associated, my research branched out to include writers and practitioners who negotiate agency and performativity, which in turn amplified how I experienced creative practice and, consequently, became entangled in my ecology of practice.

Agency and the performative are thus intertwined in what Andrew Pickering describes as the performative idiom,\(^\text{83}\) a means of knowing that moves away from the representational model—where “people and things tend to appear

---

\(^{78}\) Manning and Massumi, *Thought in the Act: Passages in the Ecology of Experience*, Loc 2072. I include divergence and convergence via Manning and Massumi’s interpretation of William James’s idea that “there is no such thing as pure chaos. There is quasi-chaos: a field of divergences and convergences, coming-together and going-apart, concatenation and separation, already tending to sort itself out in the determination of a thisness. Chaos, in and of itself, can never be experienced. What is experienced is the commotion of determinations-to-come vying for expression in an overfull field of potential relations.”

\(^{79}\) Ibid., Loc 71.

\(^{80}\) Ibid., Loc 1218.

\(^{81}\) Ibid., Loc 52.

\(^{82}\) Ibid., Loc 1233.

as shadows of themselves”\(^{84}\) to one in which “the world and all its heterogeneous multiplicity is full of agency.”\(^{85}\) While the idea of agency and the performative is nothing new, and in Western thought has evolved from a variety of philosophical, scientific and artistic research over the last century,\(^{86}\) the recent reinvestigations into these notions are, as Salter suggests above, “encouraging a radically different vision of the world.”\(^{87}\) In considering the purpose of my creative research inquiry, Salter highlights the importance of addressing such “high-stake questions” from a “lived, bodily, experiential encounter with the material torrent of the world [as that] is the very stuff of artistic practice.”\(^{88}\)

**Two Subjective Threads**

As a singer, thinking in terms of agency and the performative is entrenched in my practice. I consider the process of singing a visceral transmission of energy embodied in the movement of the breath, the vibration of the vocal cords and the emotional intentions behind the endeavour. This is an entangled process of relationships in which I have been embedded for many years. I have contemplated the experiential and psychological attributes of singing and consequently engaged with practitioners\(^{89}\) whose understanding of the singing body is contextualised as being more than a human-centric entertainment apparatus.

On a different note, David Dunn speculates that sound (including singing) is an intrinsic part of the fabric of life.\(^{90}\) “What we hear from other forms of life, and the environment they reside in, is information that is unique and essential about patterns of relationship in context. It is an experiential basis from which we can shape an understanding of the ‘integrated fabric of mind that envelops us.’”\(^{91}\) Referencing here what Gregory Bateson referred to as the sacred, Dunn further

---

\(^{84}\) Ibid., 6.


\(^{88}\) Ibid., 5.

\(^{89}\) These practitioners include Richard Armstrong at the Banff Center for Art in Canada, Juerg Roffler and Alisa Korts at the Middendorf Breath Experience in Berkley, USA, and Vancouver, Canada.

\(^{90}\) David Dunn, *Why Do Whales and Children Sing?* (Sante Fe, NM: Earth Ear, 1999), 87.

suggests: “[…] music may be a conservation strategy for keeping something alive that we may now need to make more conscious. A way of making sense of the world from which we might refashion our relationship to nonhuman living systems.” While different cultures have various forms of singing, my view (similar to Dunn’s) is that the differences are situational and relationally linked to the environment. From Inuit throat singing and Mongolian overtone singing to the Delta crooning blues and the operatic vocalisations of Chinese opera, the resulting sounds are vastly diverse. Ultimately, then, my experience of being in the act of singing—the agency of making-doing-thinking singing—is a performative act.

Dunn’s speculations on “patterns of relationship” in the “experiential integrated fabric of life” segue to the second thread that subjectively influences my interest in agency and the performativity—my fundamental belief of the interdependence and interconnectedness of all levels of life. From personal experience, growing up on the windswept, weather-beaten island of Newfoundland on the east coast of Canada, thinking in terms of patterns of relationships (agency and the performative) is not strange: one cannot help but be immersed in the active torrents of the day-to-day encounters in this environment. The common forecast was: “Today’s weather will be rain, drizzle, and fog with variable skies.” These variabilities consisted of different shades of grey, depending on which way and with what force the winds altered the density of cloud and fog. Living in such environments, the agency of such forces is relational.

In addition, fifteen years’ experience as a reforestation worker (treeplanter) in British Columbia, Canada encouraged my beliefs on interconnectivity. Exposed to the elements ten to twelve hours a day—the rain, the cold, the snow and the heat—this work was physically and mentally tough. There is no escape from these forces, and being in these environments tests one’s ability to acclimatize. While this exposure viscerally fostered my beliefs in the principles of interconnectivity, the current pine beetle epidemic that has decimated forests on the west coast of North America amplified this belief. During my time in

92 Dunn, Why Do Whales and Children Sing?, 87.
93 Within my dissertation I return to the sensation of strangeness (via Morton’s Dark Ecology) in relation to specific field recording projects.
replanting over one million trees, mainly pines. Western Canadian reforestation practices during the latter half of the 20th century implemented a mono-species programme, which, as it happened, has resulted in pine-tree-only forests in higher elevations across the province. The combination of these mono-species plantations and the increasing average winter temperatures cultivated an environment in which the pine beetle could flourish. Currently, over 20 million hectares of British Columbian forests alone have been destroyed. During the writing of this dissertation, the fires that swept through Fort McMurray (May 2016) became part of a larger pattern of relationships. The dried forests that were noted as “fueling the fire,” are some of the dead trees (tinder) from the mono-species plantations decimated by the pine beetle epidemic.

From these subjective accounts, my creative practice, my response, response-ability and ecology of practice is an attempt to hear, see, and be in the world that make-think-feels interconnectivity. As such, the position of human exceptionalism is fundamentally unthinkable. This perspective aligns with Thom van Dooren who advocates “everything is connected to something, which is connected to something else.” Rather than the holistic ecological philosophy of “everything is connected to everything” van Dooren suggests that “the specificity and proximity of connections matter—who we are bound up with and in what way.”

In narrating the stories of bird species extinction, van Dooren makes clear the need to do away with human exceptionalism in order to understand and be in the “process of entangled becoming” in this more-than-human-world. Living now in what some consider the Earth’s sixth mass extinction, the human exceptionalist framework is problematized as playing a central role. Van Dooren writes: “Situated inside this time of extinctions, the particular nature of

97 Ibid.
98 Ibid.
99 Ibid., 108.
101 van Dooren, Flight Ways, 240.
the ethical claim made on us to hold open space for other species requires an understanding of the complex histories and inheritances that draw us into responsibility and relationship with others." Other thinkers, such as Val Plumwood, suggest:

When we hyperseparate ourselves from nature and reduce it conceptually, we not only lose the ability to empathise and to see the nonhuman sphere in ethical terms, but also get a false sense of our own character and location that includes an illusory sense of agency and autonomy. So human-centred conceptual frameworks are a direct hazard to non-humans, but are also an indirect prudential hazard to Self, to humans, especially in situations where we press limits.

In accord with these thinkers, I believe that a way of being in the world that operates primarily from a human-centric use-value worldview has cultivated a state of disassociation (numbness) to the levels of destruction (agency) the human species has inflicted (performed) on the world, manifested in the current ecological crisis in which we now live. Thus, from the perspective of my creative research, being lured to issues of human and nonhuman agency and performativity became a way to contextualise and explore the communicative networks that are operating between the components that make up my ecology of practice: the people, the places and the things.

Out of this emerged a concept of the practice that makes space for all the encounters and multiplicities of thought in such environments. As such, my notion of Ecological Performativity is deeply transdisciplinary and inhabits a mode of practice that does not settle neatly into a singular reductionist narrative; but rather, is open to the emergent complexities and expansiveness of the “thought in the act" and embraces the worth of such entangled non-reductive configurations.

---

102 Ibid., 75.
Initial Pathways and Influences

As previously noted, my shift in creative practice from fixed-media formats to non-linear explorations activated a contextual review of knowledge that is alongly (via Ingold) intertwined in a complex polyphony (via Manning & Massumi) with the creative pathways explored during my practice-based PhD. These intertwining pathways moved in a way that activated diverse moments of connections and “zones of entanglement.” The distinctions between practice and theory thus cannot be compartmentalized into specific devices that triggered one or the other. Rather, as in Ingold’s meshwork, “openings and ways through” were found.

At one point of my journey, my attention was drawn to the cybernetic research of the 50s and 60s, first by way of creative practitioner Chris Welsby and then, as cited by Welsby, via philosopher of science Andrew Pickering. Both researchers enlist various strands of the cybernetic movement as a way to address matters of ontological concern. In Welsby’s case, he tackles what he considers to be a “long-overdue ontological shift in the way we see ourselves in relation to nature.” For Pickering, it provided an avenue to further develop his concept of the “dance of agency”, his ontological vision “in which both the human and the nonhuman are recognized as open-endedly becoming.” Pickering notes that the cybernetic movement, rather than being a specific moment in history, can be understood as “part of [a] much larger cultural assemblage, [ … ] as an experimental form of life [that] offers us a whole range of models for future practices that also stage an ontology of unknowability and becoming.”

In the context of my dissertation, researching Welsby and Pickering was useful to transition to non-linear processes in practice and philosophical thoughts.

105 Ingold, Lines: A Brief History, 103.
106 Ibid.
107 Welsby, "Cybernetics, Expanded Cinema and New Media: From Representation to Performative Practice."
111 Pickering, The Cybernetic Brain, 396.
Both researchers propose a non-dualist mode of thought whereby the divisions between mind and body, human, nonhuman and nature are reconfigured into entangled processes of emergence.\footnote{Pickering, \textit{The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency, and Science}, 26; Welsby, "Cybernetics, Expanded Cinema and New Media: From Representation to Performative Practice," 276–287.} Enlisting both practitioners at the early stages of my research was pivotal to help me contemplate and reposition my practice as an emergent, dynamic and temporal creative process.

\textbf{Chris Welsby — creative practitioner influence}

"The idea of an ontological shift in the way we see ourselves in relation to nature is no longer a matter of abstract speculation."

\textit{Chris Welsby}

Prior to my PhD research, I had experienced Welsby’s film installation works but not his reflective and theoretical writings. I view Welsby as a practitioner-theorist due to the rigour with which he interrogates his practice. From the position of thinking through the creative potentials of non-linear art, Welsby became an important influence in contextualising my own decision-making procedures in practice. Moreover, Welsby’s environmental concerns and commitment align with my position on the subject of interconnectivity.


What interested me about both structural film and complex systems theory was the possibility of creating work based on the interconnectedness of these systems, work where landscape was not secondary to the filmmaking process or the filmmaking process to landscape, but process and structure, as revealed in both, could carry information and communicate ideas. In all
my films and installations I use the simple structuring capabilities of moving-image technologies, such as variable-frame rate, in-camera editing and multiple projection, in combination with natural phenomena such as wind and tides and the rotation of the planet, to produce works in which mind, technology and nature are not experienced as separate things divided along Cartesian lines but as interconnected parts of one larger, dynamic system.117

I was intrigued by Welsby’s generative installations that incorporated live-streamed elements sourced from natural phenomena. Welsby’s installation Tree Studies (Figure 3) is created with data streamed from weather stations located on four different continents. In this work the speed and direction of the wind is streamed via Internet to a custom-made program118 that processes the incoming data and, in turn, selects different pre-recorded audiovisual material. The visual component is of a single tree captured at three different angles using time-lapse photography. Each shot spans several hours and, as Welsby states, “emphasize[s] the changing visual relationship between the tree branches and the cloudy sky.”119 Accordingly, the audio component includes pre-recorded environmental sounds of birds, passing planes, human voices, and “the simulated harmonics of an Aeolian harp.”120 As the installation system responds to the incoming wind data, the various audiovisual elements are selected and projected onto three separate screens and six surround-sound speakers.

![Figure 3. Tree Studies (2006). Photo C. Welsby.](image)

118 Ibid., 105. The software Max/MSP was used.
119 Ibid.
120 Ibid.
When I first encountered *Tree Studies* my music composition and audiovisual collaborations were realised exclusively in fixed-media formats. Experiencing *Tree Studies* encouraged my shift of practice as Welsby’s non-linear approach offered an alternate creative sensibility that was not available in my fixed-media collaborations. In my experience, the lack of a temporal line and the ever-varying elements draws forward a different mode of attention than do fixed-media works. It is a contemplative state that suspends the forward trajectory of beginnings, middles and ends of fixed-media formats. While a gust of wind is a common occurrence, using winds from different continents as a creative apparatus alters the space in which the artwork resonates—both physically and in contemplation. Of this Welsby says: “It is my hope that in such a space it may be possible to consider our selves and our technologies not only in relation to any particular landscape but also in relation to the larger more inclusive body of the planet as a whole.”

To contextualise his weather-driven works Welsby uses concepts such as interconnectedness, processes of emergence, and autopoiesis. This, I believe, aligns his praxis with what Chris Salter describes as “the reorganization of human interaction and the reimagination of interrelatedness.” Welsby outright rejects Descartes’s dualist vision of the world, along with the Heideggerian located “enframing” of nature and tries “to produce works in which mind, technology and nature are not experienced along Cartesian lines but as interconnected parts of one larger, dynamic system.” Thus, Welsby’s environmental concerns and commitment to a non-dualist mode of thought informs a creative practice that is imbued with a sense of urgency to promote what he consider “a long-overdue change in human perception” in how we relate to the rest of the world.

---
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124 Welsby, “Cybernetics, Expanded Cinema and New Media: From Representation to Performative Practice,” 276; Martin Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” in *Martin Heidegger: Basic Writings*, ed. D. Krell (New York: Harper & Row, 1977), 20–27. In rejecting the “enframing of nature,” Welsby draws on Heidegger’s essay “The Question Concerning Technology.” In Heideggerian terms, enframing (from the German word Ge-stell), denotes humans “ordering attitude” and activity of dominating and “demand[ing] that nature be orderable as standing-reserve.” Heidegger believed this to be a dangerous perspective as it gives rise to a delusionary understanding of humans position on earth: “exalts himself to the posture of lord of the earth, [and] endanger[s] man in his relationship to himself and to everything that is; […] it drives out every other possibility of revealing.”
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To further his interrogation of practice and to contextualise installations such as *At Sea* (Figure 4) Welsby enlists Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela’s cognitive research from the 1980s. Similar to *Tree Studies*, *At Sea* is a multi-projection work that, as Welsby states, draws the viewer’s contemplative cognitive state of engagement into the creative process. Captured off the West Coast of British Columbia, this work is comprised of four visual projections of the ocean and the soundscape activities of Vancouver harbour. While viewing this work I experienced a drift in time as the long shots of sea and fog lulled me into a meditative state. It is in this slowed-down state that Welsby believes the viewer can access a state of contemplation and reverie and “take back control of their thoughts and perceptions.” Welsby considers the experience (both for the maker and viewer) as one that is continuously being brought forth in the process of cognition. When contextualising *At Sea* Welsby states, “…this bringing forth of an unknowable subject, in this case the incomprehensible vastness of the ocean, may be read both literally and as a metaphor for the process of cognition itself.”

Welsby’s “bringing forth” is a direct reference to Maturana and Varela’s Santiago Theory of Cognition in which they proposed that “to live is to know”
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and that cognition is a “continual bringing forth of a world through the process of living.”  

At the time of its introduction, this theory was a profoundly new view of cognition that included all processes of life such as perception, emotion, action, and emergence. It involved the concept of mind as a process, not a thing, and extended the act of cognition to all living systems, including organisms that do not have a brain, such as simple-celled organisms. Accordingly, the Santiago Theory of Cognition was noted as having provided the comprehensive scientific framework necessary to challenge the Cartesian division between mind and body, and afforded a “new synthesis of mind, matter, and life.”

Maturana and Varela respectively expanded on this theory of cognition that, in Varela’s case, would evolve into what is now widely accepted in cognitive science as the “embodied mind.”  

Varela et al. introduced this term in the early 1990s with the central thesis that cognition, including knowledge, meaning, and emotion, is intrinsically linked to the body, to the active living of that body, and to the environment in which these activities, or “enactions” take place. Since then, the concept has widened to include the very structure of human reason as arising from our bodies, brains and bodily experience evoking a quality of emergence and agency. The concepts “embodiment” and “enaction” are now part of the lexicon of contemporary creative researchers. For my research purposes, it was of interest to note Maturana’s own reflections on art and technology:

As different technologies open and close different relational dimensions, they offer different possibilities for social and nonsocial coexistence, as well as different possibilities for the artist to create the relational experience that he or she may want to evoke. In all cases, though, whatever he or she does, the artist will be a participant creator of some virtual reality that may or not become a grounding reality in the course of human history.

---
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137 While theories of embodiment and enaction are of interest to me, it was necessary to bracket off those lines of inquiry as it lay outside the scope of my PhD research.
For me, the essence of this statement is: “the different relational dimensions, [that] offer different possibilities […],” as this resonates with the research intentions that are woven throughout my dissertation. In my ecology of practice, the relational dimension has become a reoccurring refrain when considering the creative and theoretical pathways of non-linear processes. Where the relational dimension is identified, thoughts on agency and the performative are intertwined. The key here is that it matters who and what constitutes that relationship. As I experienced in Welsby’s weather-driven works, these relationships can open creative lines of inquiry that offer different ways of experiencing, contemplating and being in the world.

Thus, during my research, being drawn to Welsby’s practice motivated my decision to investigate non-linear creative procedures. And, as it happened alongly, in researching Welsby I was introduced to the writings of sociologist of science Andrew Pickering. If Welsby inspired me toward non-linear creative processes, Andrew Pickering offered compelling ways to contemplate those procedures as being part of an interlinking “dance of agency” between people, places and things.139

Andrew Pickering — sociologist of science influence

“...a vision of the world as a place of continuing interlinked performances.”140

Andrew Pickering

Andrew Pickering’s notion of the “dance of agency” was enlisted early in my PhD to help contextualise the creative research I set out to explore. My switch to non-linear processes brought with it different sensibilities, both in the field while recording projects and in the making-doing-thinking methods of practice. My quest to find new vocabularies to support those sensibilities became an important aspect of my research. In this respect, Pickering’s “dance of agency” was influential as it provided a way to broaden my thinking around the interaction of people, places and things. This emphasised the performative qualities at work in my creative practice and helped position my research within a temporally

dynamic aesthetic. Pickering has been a friend of my research from the onset and remained an important thinker throughout its course.

I first encountered Pickering’s “dance of agency” in The Cybernetic Brain (2010). Similarly to Welsby, Pickering’s interest in cybernetics focuses on the British strand, including Ross Ashby, Gregory Bateson, Stafford Beer, and Gordan Pask. Viewing these researchers from a “broader cultural assemblage,” Pickering proposes an ontological reading of cybernetics by shifting the lens from a representational model to a performative idiom. From this perspective, the interaction between researcher and materials is understood as a process of temporal emergence, or dance, where the agency of human and nonhuman is constitutively interwoven. Borrowing from Bruno Latour and Martin Heidegger, Pickering proposes a reading of cybernetics from a “nonmodern stance of revealing rather than enframing” in which “different acts of ontological theatre” are staged. In this “dance of agency”, practice and performance are brought to the foreground as having their own structure. Any knowledge that might result from this dance is part of the performance. Thus the taken-for-granted dualist split between people and things is replaced with a temporal and emergent process.

While Welsby’s interest in cybernetics sprang from his artistic curiosities, Pickering was motivated by his previous analysis of scientific practice. In The Mangle of Practice (1995) he describes the emergent and entangled “mangling” processes at work between people (the scientists) and things (their tools). In this ontology a “mode of performative engagement with the world” is proposed.
Out of this Pickering arrives at his “vision of the world and our place in it, [ ... ] in which both the human and the nonhuman are recognised as open-endedly becoming—taking on emergent forms in an intrinsically temporal ‘dance of agency’.\textsuperscript{151} He argues against the idea that scientists “represent” the world, and suggests that the world “is continually doing things, things that bear upon us not as observation statements upon disembodied intellects but as forces upon material beings. Think of the weather. Winds, storms, droughts, floods, heat and cold—all of these engage with our bodies as well as our minds [...].”\textsuperscript{152} As Pickering notes, all his subsequent work grew out of that move away from the representation model toward a performative idiom.\textsuperscript{153}

What I take from Pickering’s theory is that there are ways of being in practice and being in the environment that are ecologically performative. What resonated with me was Pickering’s conviction that in this “dance of agency” between the human and nonhuman, “there is another way of understanding our being in the world [ ... ] and that grasping that other way can make a difference in how we go on.”\textsuperscript{154} Here, Pickering discloses his desire to challenge the hegemony of modernity and see what other possible futures might be imagined.\textsuperscript{155} Of this he says: “A nonmodern ontology would immediately and continually remind us that we never know the future and that we should always expect unexpected consequences to accompany our projects.”\textsuperscript{156} In other words, placing care and consequence into the mix of modernity would inject more variety and provide other possible futures.\textsuperscript{157} Pickering’s line of discourse moves away from the idea that agency is specific only to humans, or to what he refers to as human exceptionalism,\textsuperscript{158} and proposes that the world, in all its heterogeneous multiplicity, is full of agency and processes of emergence.\textsuperscript{159} By exploring these processes and performative relationships between things, including those beyond
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the human realm, he suggests that we invite the “possibility of […] open-ended extensions.”

For Pickering and Welsby, promoting this nondualist perspective brings to the foreground a mode of thought where the “ontology of unknowability and becoming” are not considered weak positions of practice; rather, they stimulate a making-doing-thinking that is expansive and open to the possibilities that might emerge. This perspective helped position my practice away from the human-centric conceptualization of creativity and toward a non-linear process that enlists material agency as a co-creative apparatus. In this mode of artistic practice, immediacy, unpredictability and surprise register in a relational “intra-action” of process and material, forming an open-ended experimentation process that embraces the unexpected. As Chris Salter suggests, experimentation-as-process...“takes its materials or entities as active, dynamic, and changeable, rather than passive, inert, and immutable... [transforming them] into agents or actants that have actual effects in the world.”

This mode of practice is a risky endeavour, one where a space is opened in which creative responses emerge out of the situated encounters. As the works in my portfolio are derived from experiential encounters in different environments, it was necessary to contextualise the effects these places had in my ecology of practice. Pickering’s notion of the “dance of agency” from a performative idiom contributed to this task and thus became a key refrain in my research, with the objective of exploring non-linear creative processes. Reflecting once again on Myers and Dumit (via Pickering), a contact improvisational dance is set in motion where the resulting research “aims to evidence the affective entanglements of inquiry.” This, in turn, has the potential to draw the practitioner into new understandings, relationships, capacities and pathways of practice.

---
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Early Pathways in Practice

It is helpful to reflect on early experimentation-as-process procedures that occurred in my PhD research, which influenced the trajectory of the resulting audiovisual installations. My intention here is not to draw blunt lines between theory and practice but rather to reflect on aspects of practice as it alongly progressed in moments of emergence. My position is that an attunement to the complex polyphony of influences within the ongoing movement of creative practice can be made felt as to how I arrived at the notion of Audiovisual Installation as Ecological Performativity.

A springboard for my preliminary experiments was the audiovisual work Aspects of Trees, a previous collaboration with film and video artist Andrew Denton. The subject of this work is the escalating pine beetle epidemic that has decimated forests on the west coast of North America, as previously described (pages 20–21). This work is the result of a two-year field recording process that comprises video footage and stills from the infected forests, as well as audio captured inside and on the surface of pine trees. As Denton and I both worked in reforestation in British Columbia before, during and after the epidemic, we have subjective multilayered emotional and physical experiences embedded through concentrated encounters with this particular landscape. Because of our shared tacit knowledge, a reflective practice emerged during the collection and postproduction process that resulted in three iterations of the work: a multiscreen live concert with cello and laptop (Okta: NZ 2013, Toronto Electroacoustic Symposium 2013), an audiovisual installation (Balance/Unbalance: Australia 2013), and a single channel fixed-media version (Tehran International Film Festival 2016, Jihlava International Documentary Festival 2015, New Zealand Film Festival 2015). The trajectory of these iterations encouraged my tendency towards a non-linear aesthetic. It is of interest to note here that within the ecology of Denton’s and my extensive collaborative practice, Aspects of Trees is now recognised as a main point of divergence. Denton was drawn toward

165 David Dunn (www.acousticecology.org/dunn/solit.html) and Felix Wilson (www.felixwilson.com) provided additional field recordings of internal and external tree sounds.
fixed-media formats imposing formal constraints on the collected material, while I was lured toward the performative and agential capacities of non-linear devices.166

My research on Aspects of Trees comprised the construction of the ‘tree instrument’,167 which amalgamated a variety of compositional and computational processes for live improvisation with laptop, cello and visual projections. This “composed instrument”168 would come to include sonification of still and moving images, an eight-part canonic system based on the numerical ratios taken from tree growth, live granulation and transposition, and live convolution of improvised cello with field recordings. While there are generative elements embedded in this laptop instrument, the creative sensibilities I wanted to explore were not available due to the fixed media realisation of the visual component. Therefore, my subsequent research included methods to engage the materiality of the visual component through non-linear processes and thus become a co-creative device.

A key instance from Aspects of Trees is the closing section of the single channel fixed-media version (Figures 5, 6, 7). This three-minute segment contains a single video reassembled into nine panels. Using Adobe After Effects, Denton applied a random offset effect that altered the playback speed of each panel, resulting in a slight temporal shift.169 The resulting visual patterns appealed to my ‘musician’s eye’ as resembling polyphony. My immediate response was to develop a non-linear system where the visual and sonic patterns could continuously transform. Rather than locking off pre-rendered visuals, my research set about configuring a non-linear method where the visual patterns could continuously alter and in turn affect the sonic layers. In this way, my intention was to explore the creative tendencies that emerge in a non-linear system—opening possibilities for a transformative dynamic aesthetic.

Figure 5. Photo still from Aspects of Trees. Photo A. Denton.

Using Cycling74 program Max 6, the initial explorations proved challenging due to the computer processing power required. A series of conversions to the video codec and process in which Max translated those files enabled me to build a nine-panel segment, similar to the final section of *Aspects of Trees*. Using Karlheinz Essl’s Max external *random-rampf-urn*, I offset the speed of three identical videos, resulting in an ever-changing visual pattern system. The next intended step was to construct a method to translate these patterns into a sonic generative layer but, as it happened, Denton presented a version of his technique implementing a 16x12 grid (Figure 8).
For me, this expanded visual pattern resembled an elaborate moving fabric. The potential to do the same in a non-linear system was compelling. Hence my coding efforts focused on expanding my nine-panel system. In those initial efforts, I could manage an 8x6 matrix (Figure 9) using three identical videos before the system slowed down. Fortunately, during my research, Cycling74 updated the functionality of its video engine, improving the playback capacity of this program. Much later in my research, this update enabled me to construct a 24x16 grid using six videos (Figure 10).

Figure 9. 8x6 Max 6 patch matrix in presentation mode.

Figure 10. 24x16 construction in Max 7.
During those initial explorations, I also experimented with a variety of images including a series of jet stream videos (Figure 11) captured by Denton on a previous field recording project. According to Denton, she would use a selection of these jet stream videos to create the fixed-media film *Flight*, which contains no sound or music. For my research, I incorporated a number of the jet stream footage in the non-linear audiovisual installation *Flight Variant*, described in the portfolio section of this dissertation (pages 82–89).
These initial experiments took place in the first six months of my PhD, before the specific field recording projects were embarked on for my thesis. Initially, these experiments did not result in completed works, but rather, influenced the subsequent collection of recorded material and the installations that ensued. Moreover, configuring these Max patches, where the materiality of the visuals became triggering agents, led to my contemplating such apparatuses as co-creative devices. Beyond technical considerations, these ideas introduced a way of thinking and being in artistic practice that, as described by Manning and Massumi, is "an environmental mode of awareness."\(^{171}\)

The making-felt of a co-compositional force that does not yet seek to distinguish between human and nonhuman, subject and object, emphasizing instead an immediacy of mutual action, an associated milieu of their emergent relation. This co-compositional engagement with the associated milieu of emergent relation is an environmental mode of awareness.\(^{172}\)

Given the creative research context in which I work, making and thinking with co-creative and emergent relations opened a pathway to consider the performative aspects at work in my practice and in the situated encounters experienced during the different field recording ventures. Consequently, I sought thinking companions to provide a broader dimension to these considerations. If the early influences and
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pathways of practice described in this chapter motivated me to explore the creative
tendencies that emerged in non-linear processes, then the writers discussed in the
next chapter provided alternative vocabularies and thoughts to contemplate and
articulate the relational entanglements and pathways at work in the different
environments and resulting audiovisual installations.
3. THE RELATIONAL PATHWAYS

“[... ] the experience’s just-beginning-to-stir in a more-than of its own coming activity—is the relational dimension of the event’s occurring. It is the event under the aspect of its immediate participation in a world of activity larger than its own.”

Brian Massumi

As a way to explore co-creative and performative devices in an agential and dynamic space, Audiovisual Installation as Ecological Performativity has experimented with non-linear processes. This chapter places my research in a relational dimension to expand and consider what other vocabularies might be at work within the creative practice, all of which compel me to think anew about the agency of time, place, and bodies (human and nonhuman). From the position of the research outlined here, Karen Barad and, to a lesser degree, Judith Butler influenced my insights into a relational understanding of practice by reconfiguring and taking into account the various places and particularities in which performance occurs. Barad’s notion of “intra-action”, which replaces interaction, proposes a way of thinking that reworks traditional ideas of relationality and causality and other core philosophical concepts.

In addition, Jane Bennett’s concept of “thing-power” and Timothy Morton’s notion of the hyperobject located way of thinking about the shifting sensibilities and tendencies that emerged in my practice while on field recording sessions and influenced some of the making-doing-thinking of my non-linear works. These theorists act as entry points to contextualise my ecology of practice from broader vocabularies and dimensions of thought. Their commonalities and differences—Tsing’s moments of friction—provided alternative forces through which to consider my creative research. Manning and Massumi philosophise these forces as a “tending-forth [...] comes from the outside, attracted by conditions for its shaping. Coming in, it shifts the work toward its own uneasy outside. This outside is intensive, tightly wound in its interloping, in the interweaving of elastic relations with all else incipiently in-act.”

In the past decade, Karen Barad’s body of work, particularly *Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning* (2007), has attracted much attention from a variety of theoretical, critical, and philosophical thinkers. Subsequently, many of the ideas developed by Barad such as “diffraction” methodologies, “intra-action” and “agential realism” have contributed to transforming an understanding of knowledge-making practices and the methods in which the differences therein come to matter. Specific to my research is Barad’s concept and handling of performativity, which provided me with insightful ways to ask new questions from the core of my creative practice as it progressed in the field and studio. Barad’s notion of performativity as an “intra-action” expanded and complicated, in the best way possible, my thinking in the making tendencies that, in turn, drew forward different capacities of engagement and alternative vocabularies for contextualising my creative inquiry.

Similar to Pickering, Barad problematises representationalism and human exceptionalism to locate her position on natural-cultural and knowledge-making practices and, like Pickering, does so by rethinking the role that material agency plays in understanding scientific practices. Barad goes to great lengths to give a performative account of technoscientific and other natural-cultural practices in what she defines as agential realist ontology; that is, “a causal explanation of how discursive practices are related to material phenomena.” Phenomena, for Barad, are understood via the work of quantum physicist Neils Bohr, particularly his materialist understanding of the relationship between concepts and material-
discursive apparatuses. Bohr’s analysis of experimental practices radically reconceptualised the relationship between subject-object and the “inseparability of ‘object’ and ‘agencies of observation.’” Barad, accordingly, reworks Bohr’s relational position to propose her notion of “intra-action” in which human and nonhuman, matter and meaning, subjects and objects, experiment and phenomena are always in the making, co-evolving from a “direct material engagement with the world.” Barad is very clear that phenomena are understood as a particular material entanglements “not as objects-in themselves, or as perceived objects (in the Kantian or phenomenological sense), but as specific intra-actions.” Thus intra-action, rather than interaction, signifies the on-going process of becoming and reconfiguring of the world in a performative ontology:

[...] the world’s radical aliveness comes to light in an entirely nontraditional way that reworks the nature of both relationality and aliveness (vitality, dynamism, agency). This shift in ontology also entails a reconceptualization of other core philosophical concepts such as space, time, matter, dynamics, agency, structure, subjectivity, objectivity, knowing, intentionality, discursivity, performativity, entanglement, and ethical engagement.

While Barad situates “intra-action” in a posthumanist perspective, she is adamant that posthumanist refers to: “a refusal to take the distinction between ‘human’ and ‘nonhuman’ for granted, and to found analyses on this presumably fixed and inherent set of categories.” Further to this Barad states:

“Intra-actions reconfigure the possibilities for change. In fact, intra-actions not only reconfigure spacetime-matter but reconfigure what is possible. [...] Questions of responsibility and accountability present themselves with every possibility; each moment is alive with different possibilities for the world’s becoming and different reconfigurings of what may yet be possible.”
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My project lays no claim to upholding a posthumanist position; rather, most relevant to my research is Barad’s performative reworking of key ideas like “[…] causality, dynamics, and agency.”\(^{190}\) Through a critical reading of Judith Butler’s influential theory of gender performativity, Barad reformulates the notion of performance by shifting the focus away from the human body to thoughts on the nature of matter.\(^{191}\) From this perspective, Barad proposes: “All bodies, not merely “human” bodies, come to matter through the world’s interactive intra-activity—its performativity.”\(^{192}\) Thus, Barad’s “intra-activity” constitutes a conceptual shift from traditional notions of causality\(^{193}\) by taking into account the performative aspects of “material bodies (both human and nonhuman).”\(^{194}\)

In my ecology of practice, a performative reading via Barad’s “intra-action” provided a broader dimension to articular the ongoing entanglements at work in the different environments and in the creative pathways explored from which the audiovisual installations emerge. The anthropocentric understanding of creativity shifts to one of a relational and performative ontology where the “intra-actions” constitute a dynamic mode of artistic practice. In my experience, this mode of artistic practice necessitates a responsiveness that is similar to improvisation, in that the creative outcomes are generated from a capacity to respond. As suggested by Haraway, it is out of this capacity to respond that “response-ability” is cultivated; that is, “a […] luring, desiring, making-with.”\(^{195}\) Likewise, Barad (via Haraway) regards the ability to respond and responsibility as the heart of her philosophical commitments:

There is no solution: there is only the ongoing practice of being open and alive to each meeting, each intra-action, so that we might use our ability to respond, our responsibility, to help awaken, to breathe life into ever new possibilities for living justly. The world and its possibilities for becoming are remade in each meeting.\(^{196}\)
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Judith Butler — Performativity

While Barad problematizes Judith Butler’s theoretical positions on performativity, I want to acknowledge Butler’s contribution to performativity that I have drawn on. Since the early 1990s Butler’s writings and philosophical commitments on performativity have covered a spectrum of issues across gender and race in *Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity* (1990) and *Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of “Sex”* (1993) and extended to ideas of the speech act of language and the powers of politics in *Excitable Speech: A Politics of the Performance* (1997). While Butler’s concepts of performativity have undergone significant transformations, her contribution remains influential in relation to “the difficult questions of social change.”

Most relevant to my research is Butler’s recent line of discourse on the performative. With the growth of performance studies throughout the world, Butler recently proposed a rethinking of performativity by considering the various places where performance occurs. During her keynote presentation, *When Gestures Becomes Event*, at the 2014 Theater, Performance, Philosophy conference held in Paris, Butler foregrounds performance as an action or practice that can “happen in the street or in the mall, in ordinary life and […] in every possible instance of motion and stillness.” Accordingly she asks: “Are the human and object worlds that together make a performance possible also what make up the performance? Are such worlds carried and conveyed, made or unmade in the performances that we do and are—the ones we see and hear, the ones that lay claim to our responsiveness and by acting on us tacitly restructure how we sense the world and come to act as we do?” Butler’s reconceptualisation of the performative within this relational framework, folded in with Barad’s notion of “intra-action”, provided insights to contextualise the responsive tendencies that emerged while I was in the field:
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The field recording in Sequoia National Forest was strange. I found being bused to the entrance of a long descending walkway, coupled with the overwhelming amount of tourists, all coming to gaze (and capture through their cameras) the largest giant Sequoia trees in the world, disturbingly sad—a weird procession. The way the sunlight shafts popped through the trees from my dust covered window on the bus looked like stained glass (Figure 14). Once off the bus and ‘plugged in,’ I became transfixed by the sonic qualities of this environment. The natural reverb of the forest is similar to a very large cathedral. The chatter of the tourists, interjected with the scurrying flip-flops of children, footsteps of their parents and the haunting sounds of crow calls created a weird musical polyphony (Figure 15). Descending the paved trail to finally arrive at the main attraction, General Sherman (Figure 16)—the largest Sequoia tree in the world—the concentration of voices became sonically dissonant. The overlapping languages coupled with the natural reverb of the forest morphed into a strange, yet beautiful choir—like in a cathedral. Punctuating this vocal polyphony were the various mechanical and digital sounds of cameras (Figure 17).

Figure 14. Sequoia National Forest. Photo A. Denton.

202 Being ‘plugged in’ refers to having my headphones on and recording. I use this term to tell my colleagues ‘do not disturb.’
Figure 15. Sequoia National Forest. Photo A. Denton.\textsuperscript{203}

Figure 16. Sequoia National Forest. Photo A. Denton.\textsuperscript{204}

\textsuperscript{203} Andrew Denton, \textit{Crude} (Monash University Art Gallery, 2016), High Definition Video.
\textsuperscript{204} Ibid.
This journal entry was made during my first field-recording trip for my PhD research, and recounts the shift of attention that being in this environment had on my responsive listening and recording tendencies and, in turn, the creative pathways that ensued. Qualities and sensibilities emerged that took over and influenced the experience and methods of recording, which I now consider to be performative: (restating Butler) “[…] the ones we see and hear, the ones that lay claim to our responsiveness and by acting on us tacitly restructure how we sense the world and come to act as we do […].”

The tendencies that surface are intrinsically linked to being in these environments. What is set in motion is a complex relational flow between the inside and outside, attunement to which takes time. According to Jane Bennett it requires: “a cultivated, patient, sensory attentiveness to nonhuman forces operating outside and inside the human body.”

While field recordings often begin with the matter-of-fact process of dealing with equipment (making sure all batteries are charged etc.), these functional and environmental influences become an operative (performative) agent in the collection of materials and making the installations. The contexts of being in these environments—including their history and present condition, my history and desires, the tools of capture and “other nested and overlapping
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matrices” are entangled. Being in an environment, as such, is a process of emergence.

Combine the term emergent with attunement and we are directed towards Manning and Massumi’s notion of “emergent attunement.” Adapted from Daniel Stern’s concept of relational attunement, Manning and Massumi ask: “How does an event create an emergent attunement?” It was during the Sequoia National Forest field recording session that the following question emerged: What does making art from these lived and experiential encounters in the world do? In other words, what is the purpose of an art form relationally situated in time and place?

In my ecology of practice, the choice to be in these different environments with my fellow creative practitioners is the event out of which responsiveness (and response-ability) emerges and is attuned to the specificity of the “intra-actions.” These encounters are transformative and thus bear some agential, affective and multi-layered creative capacities with unforeseen outcomes. This way of thinking and being in environments, as part of an ecologically performative act, motivated me to look for ways of rethinking interconnectivity. I became interested to upscale my subjective thoughts on interconnectivity (as described on pages 18–21) with other thinkers, to see what configurations might emerge in creative practice. If Barad and Butler helped me to contemplate performativity and “intra-actions” more broadly, it was Jane Bennett’s notion of “thing-power,” and Timothy Morton’s dark ecology project that were enlisted as methods to consider anew interconnectivity. Bennett and Morton reconfigured interconnectivity and holistic thinking in reference to ecology as a method to disrupt the romantic notion of Nature, and thus, for me, further complicated the anthropocentric notion of creativity. Moreover, Bennett and Morton’s writing provided a context to unpack the uncanny and strange/weird affect these environments evoked during my field recording procedures.
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Jane Bennett — Thing-Power

“... music [...] is better suited for acknowledging and translating the call of things.”

Jane Bennett

Bennett’s discourse on “thing-power” articulates the lure and effective capacity various objects have had on my field recording sessions and in turn the making of the non-linear audiovisual installations contained in my research. A crucial implication of “thing-power” is Bennett’s recasting of everyday inert objects into active and vibrant material. In so doing, Bennett breaks with the “subject” and “object” dichotomy by giving agency to the energetic vitality intrinsic to matter, and the active, earthy, and complex entanglements of human and non-human encounters. “Earthly bodies, of various but always finite durations, affect and are affected by one another. And they form noisy systems or temporary working assemblages that are, as much as any individuated thing, loci of effectivity and allure.”

While Bennett locates “thing-power” within the traditions of Baruch Spinoza’s “conatus,” Henry Thoreau’s “force of the Wild,” and Lucretius’ “primordia,” her project is more a literal response to a particular set of objects. This “call of things” occurred one sunny spring day in Baltimore over a storm drain grate and included: “one large men’s black plastic work glove, one dense mat of oak pollen, one unblemished dead rat, one white plastic bottle cap, one smooth stick of wood.”

Bennett’s surprise encounter with this assemblage of things or, to use Latour’s term, “expressive actants,” set in motion an experience that oscillated between “stuff to ignore, [...] stuff that commanded attention” and a sensation of disgust and dismay. Consequently, Bennett negotiates a line of discourse that
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contemplates the “active expressive or calling capacity of things.”

Thus, in *Vibrant Matter*, Bennett “turn[s] the figures of “life” and “matter” around and around, worrying them until they start to seem strange, in something like the way a common word when repeated can become a foreign, nonsense sound.” It is out of this turning that her vibrant materialist concept of “thing-power” emerges.

Bennett is clear that her brand of materialism is not that of the long tradition of Vitalism, which infuses spirit, soul or God into objects. Her goal instead is to acknowledge and give greater recognition to the affective and agential capacities of natural and artifactual things. Thus, Bennett’s “thing-power” is an attempt to “tune the human body, for rendering it more susceptible to the frequencies of the material agencies inside and around us.” Bennett claims her reasons for doing so are:

> […] to see what happens to our writing, our bodies, our research practice designs, our consumption practices, our sympathies, if this call from things is taken seriously. Taken, that is as more than a figure of speech, more than a projection of voice onto some inanimate stuff, more than an instance of the pathetic fallacy. What if things really can in some underdetermined way hail us and offer a glimpse through a window that opens of lively bodies that are unparsed into subjects or objects.

Bennett, therefore, turns to the rubric of material agency, believing it to be a more potent way to problematize human exceptionalism—“the human tendency to underestimate the degree to which people, animals, artifacts, technologies, and elemental forces share powers and operate in dissonant conjunction with each other.” Bennett thus develops her theory of distributive agency via Spinoza’s “affective bodies” and Deleuze and Guattari’s “assemblage theory.” To support her theory Bennett examines different sites and occurrences of distributive agency: the 2003 North America power blackout; American consumption practices and the crisis of obesity; the call of things for hoarders; and, more recently, during the Nonhuman Turn Conference, through the agency of the text-
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body of poetry. Bennett’s account of Walt Whitman’s *Leaves of Grass* and James Joyce’s *Finnegan’s Wake* resonates most succinctly with my research as she brings attention to the particular kinds of agency, distinctive effects and capacities available in the material configuration of the text-body of the poems. Bennett ably shows how, in reading a certain configuration of words, one’s sensibilities can change and attune in different directions. For example, after reading Whitman’s *Leaves of Grass*, Bennett cannot help but think of the uncut hair of Graves while stepping on her lawn. Of this Bennett says:

> [...] the effectivity of a text-body, including its ability to gesture toward a something more, is a function of a distributive network of bodies: words on the page, words in the reader’s imagination, sounds of words, sounds and smells in the reading room, and so on, and so on—all these bodies co-acting are what do the job.

For my purposes, I replace the text-body and poem with sonic-body and non-linear audiovisual installation. The sonic-body is understood here not as sound in itself—in the manner of reduced listening or Pierre Schaeffer’s *objet sonore*—but as being embedded in the different agential “intra-actions” (via Barad) of the material world. The “distributive network of bodies” of the sonic-body includes the object and space in which the sound is *ensounded* and the forces that influence the sonic resonation to occur. Similarly to Bennett, the sonic-body can be considered as a “function of a distributive network of bodies” including the situated environments and their histories. Thus, my situated encounters with certain assemblages of sounds in the context with which they resonate have the capacity to attune my *making-doing-thinking* practice in different directions. An example of this occurred while recording the sounds of jet planes landing at the Los Angeles airport. Situated directly under the flight path landing area, my initial thoughts and actions were attuned to the massive sonic bandwidths generated by these machines and how best to record them. During recording, my thoughts shifted from those functional aspects to ideas on migration and family, economics and pollution, overpopulation, travel and a feeling of nostalgia. In this
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way, my sensibilities became attuned in different directions via the sonic-body of the jet. Accordingly, these directions of thought incited my inquiry into the daily occurrences of flights in the world that subsequently lured my creative process to include aviation statistical data and streamed flight data as a co-creative and “expressive actant” (via Latour) in the audiovisual installation *Flight Variant*, detailed in Chapter 5.

My creative process, in some ways, resonates with the sort of materialist theory of sound that Christoph Cox offers. In *Beyond Representation and Signification: Towards a Sonic Materialism*, Cox suggests a rethink of the theoretical models used to give an account of sonic arts (and art in general).²³¹ Like Bennett, Cox draws on Deleuzian philosophies to critique and “eliminate the dual planes of culture/nature, human/non-human, sign/world, text/matter.”²³² Theories of textuality, representation and signification are thus problematized to develop his materialism sonic philosophy. Of sound, Cox writes:

> Sound is not a world apart, a unique domain of non-signification and non-representation. Rather, sound and the sonic arts are firmly rooted in the material world and the powers, forces, intensities, and becomings of which it is composed. If we proceed from sound, […] we might begin to treat artistic productions not as complexes of signs or representations but complexes of forces materially inflected by other forces and force-complexes.²³³

Likewise, Seth Kim-Cohen (via Cox and Morton) offers his ontological view of sound as having a material existence; “[as] a wave, a dynamic fluctuation in air pressure. […] but also of socioeconomic conditions and of geo-historical exigencies.”²³⁴ Drawing on Morton’s style of object-oriented ontology (OOO),²³⁵ Kim-Cohen is interested (as is Cox) in rethinking, challenging and expanding the methods currently in place for theorizing music and sonic arts practices.²³⁶ To this end, I believe Bennett’s “thing-power” provides a viable way to do so by introducing a new vocabulary that gives an account of the types of sonic relations, responses and response-ability we find ourselves entangled in. As Bennett

²³² Ibid., 148.
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suggests: “sound and music is the most fecund of sites to annunciate the call of things.”

Ultimately, Bennett’s “thing-power” is grounded in an ecological discourse, with the caveat of a comprehensive revision of the holistic platform of deep ecology. “Thing-power” is a method to achieve this goal as it fosters a “greater recognition of the agential powers of natural and artifactual things, greater awareness of the dense web of their connections with each other and with human bodies, and, finally, a more cautious, intelligent approach to our interventions in that ecology,” and “with less violence towards a variety of bodies.” Thus, being in creative practice with Bennett’s “thing-power” provided a theoretical position from which to break with the duality of subject and object and comprehend the different directions and sensibilities at work in various encounters and assemblages of things.

If Bennett’s position succeeds in reworking the holistic platform through the device of “thing-power”, then Timothy Morton makes a similar contribution through his dark ecology project. To this end, Bennett and Morton have overlapping commitments; however, for my project, Morton’s philosophical writings offer a version of ecological awareness that draws out the “weird” and shifting temporalities at work within the environment. Morton thus helped position my research into non-linear processes, with the aim of locating co-creative devices, within an ecological discourse when he suggests that:

[…] all art—not just explicitly ecological art—hardwires the environment into its form. Ecological art, and the ecological-ness of all arts, isn’t just about something (trees, mountains, animals, pollution, and so forth). Ecological art is something, or maybe does something. Art is ecological insofar as it is made from materials and exists in the world.
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Timothy Morton — Dark Ecology

"With dark ecology, we can explore all kinds of art forms as ecological: not just ones that are about lions and mountains, not just journal writing and sublimity. The ecological thought includes negativity and irony, ugliness and horror."  

Timothy Morton

Timothy Morton’s dark ecology project and his books The Ecological Thought and Hyperobjects: Philosophy and ecology at the end of time have intersected at different moments with some of the thinking in the making practice of Ecological Performativity. Morton’s ecological thoughts propose a way of thinking and being (in which he considers thinking, in and of itself, an ecological event) that embraces ambiguity, uncertainty and the uncanniness of the entangled mesh. Drawing on Graham Harman’s object-oriented ontology (OOO) philosophy, Morton offers his notion of the “strange strangers” and “weird weirdness” as an alternative form of ecological awareness in which “hesitation, uncertainty, irony, and thoughtfulness are put back into ecological thinking.” Morton is a strong advocate for music and art, stating: “art forms have something to tell us about the environment, because they can make us question reality.”

Similarly to Ingold, Morton describes “the mesh” with words like “finely woven,” “threading,” “interconnectedness” and “entangled.” His discourse, however, quickly moves to the core of his dark ecology project; that is, to identify the uncanniness that results when realising the immensity and, at the same time, the nearness of “the mesh.” Accordingly, Morton substituted these descriptive terms with “the mesh” as a way to disrupt some of the sentimental rhetoric of deep ecology and to challenge the Romantic perspective of Nature as “That
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Thing Over There.”252 Of this Morton claims: “The more we know about life forms, the more we recognize our connection with them and the stranger they become.”253 Thus Morton’s “strange strangers”254 emerge from his ecological thought that imagines a multitude of entangled life forms255 and the radical intimacy256 that dwells therein. For Morton, there is much to be gained in this intimacy with the “strange stranger,” in that we realize how hopelessly we are entangled in “the mesh.”257 With this realization comes responsibility, out of which the idea of the upper case ‘N’ of Nature is problematized and abandoned.258 What emerges from this ontological shift is a causal dimension that, as Morton proposes, is the aesthetic dimension.259 Thus, for Morton, aesthetic events:

 [...] are not limited to interactions between humans or between humans and painted canvases or between humans and sentences in dramas. They happen when a saw bites into a fresh piece of plywood. They happen when a worm oozes out of some wet soil. They happen when a massive object emits gravity waves. When you make or study art you are not exploring some kind of candy on the surface of a machine. You are making or studying causality. The aesthetic dimension is the causal dimension.260

For my creative research, thinking in terms of the mesh and aesthetic events aided to develop my notion of Ecological Performativity, as they provided a method to consider the interwoven conditions and influences out of which emerged the practice and non-linear audiovisual installations. Accordingly, Morton’s dark ecological considerations of the “strange stranger” offered insightful ways to reconfigure my ideas of interconnectedness and thus identify with the weirdness that often surfaced while on field recording projects. Here, Morton’s notion of the “weird weirdness” resonates most succinctly.
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260 Ibid., 19–20. Morton’s idea “that causality is wholly an aesthetic event,” draws on Graham Harman’s object-oriented ontology philosophy. As Morton suggests, “an OOO theory of causality can, for instance, include shadows and fear, language and lipstick, alongside billiard balls and photons. The reason why art is important is that it’s an exploration of causality […] entities interact in a sensual ether […].”
Morton consolidates his notion of *weird* by first drawing on the Old Norse meaning of the word, *urth*, meaning “twisted” or “in a loop.” Subsequently, *weird* is identified to mean causal, destiny, worth and becoming. From his dark ecology project, Morton’s “weird weirdness” is: “a turn or twist or loop, a turn of event. […] strange of appearance, […] that] flickers a dark pathway between causality and the aesthetic dimension, between doing and appearing […]”

The capacity to experience the aesthetics of causality in the field and in an experimentation-as-process practice, requires, as Bennett suggests, “that one is caught up in it. One needs, at least for a while, to suspend suspicion and adopt a more open-ended comportment. If we think we already know what is out there, we will almost surely miss much of it.” In this mode of attention, the incurred moments of “weird weirdness” become an operative co-creative element. In turn, responsiveness to such weird encounters became an affective and performative aspect in my ecology of practice. Thus, the art apparatus emerges from the ongoing “intra-actions” within these (strange) environments…

Research Journal:
Bombay Beach, Salton Sea, California June 2014.

*The indexical signs of the human and nonhuman now litter Bombay Beach, which has been described as “the most depressing place in California.”* Once Denton and I had adjusted to the initial shock of this environment, we proceeded to record these indexical signs. Denton finds himself visually drawn to the monotonous awe of water reflections, birds in flight and the seemingly endless convoy of cattle trains that shimmer in the desert heat, on their journey from Mexico (Figure 18). For my part, I became transfixed with the numerous objects scattered throughout this landscape: rusty metal objects sticking out of the ground, wooden refuse from dilapidated buildings, sections of concrete slab, plastic bags entangled and flapping in dead bushes, and a lone broken piano (Figure 19). Using contact microphones, I recorded the sonic textures and tones by tapping, plucking and playing these objects. Equally striking was the sound resounding at the water’s edge. Primarily comprised of crushed fish and bird bones (Figure 20), the sonic quality activated by wave and human footsteps has a sharp percussive high-pitched resonance. I captured this using a hydrophone mic.
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Figure 18. Bombay Beach Train. Photo A. Denton.

Figure 19. Bombay Beach piano. Photo A. McNaught.

Figure 20. Bombay Beach dead fish and birds. Photo A. Denton.
Morton describes these indexical signs as being the result of hyperobjects: agents or objects so massively distributed in time and space as to transcend localisation, such as the biosphere, global warming, or the sum of all the whirring machinery of capitalism.\textsuperscript{266} Being present in an environment with these signs is, as Morton describes, “a shifting, ambiguous stage set. […] The appearance of things, the indexical signs on the seashore, is the \textit{past} of a hyperobject. […] Its causal traces float in front of it, in the realm of appearance.”\textsuperscript{267} When considering Morton’s idea of the hyperobject, the creative practice of making works from these field recordings becomes multifaceted. When one reflects on the interwoven interactions that occur in any given encounter; between what is seen and unseen, heard and inaudible to our human ears, the complexity and causality of the mesh is immense. Its “weird weirdness” can be made felt and in turn alter how we experience the world. In relation to the Salton Sea field recordings, this “weird weirdness” was compounded by my ability to record in this location. With the stench of rotting fish and bird carcasses, intensified by the silty air and sweltering heat, I felt physically ill and ended up physically drained.

In my experience, negotiating the “weird weirdness” from the core of creative practice opens a pathway for a recalibration to the intimacy and ambiguity of coexistence and to the ecological situation in which we now live. Thus through Morton’s theoretical and philosophical provocations I began to consider my artistic interest in non-linear procedures from an ecological awareness that considered the “dark-depressing” and “dark-uncanny.”\textsuperscript{268} Not only from the context of being in different environments—from which the works evolve—but as a way to be in and sense the world differently.\textsuperscript{269} As such, the creative nexus attends to the frailty, vulnerability and performative substance of time and place. Morton surmises “to be located ‘in’ space or ‘in’ time is already
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\textsuperscript{269} Marie Højlund and Morten Riis, “Wavefront Aesthetics: Attuning to a Dark Ecology,” \textit{Organised Sound} 20, no. Special Issue 02 (2015): 249. While sonic arts practitioners have quickly embraced Morton's Dark Ecology project (http://www.sonicacts.com/portal/dark-ecology-project/overview), Højlund and Riis give an in-depth ‘Dark Ecology’ analysis of their respective works, \textit{Lys, Landskab og Stemmer} and \textit{Opaque Sounding}, with the aim to ‘test the implications, limits and potentials for future use and development.’ For my research, Højlund and Riis’s analysis was useful as it provided a written example of creative practitioners engaged in “an ecological awareness of causal aesthetics where objects time and space [meet] each other.” This contrasts with traditional analysis of music and sound art, which is based on the assumption that time and space are containers in which sound and music unfold.” I, in turn, broadened the potential use of Morton’s Dark Ecology project by drawing on his “dark-depressing” and “dark-uncanny” to contextualise the \textit{making-doing-thinking} of my creative research.
to have been caught in a web of relations.”270 From a sonic arts perspective Kim-Cohen suggests that: “Every work of art is a response to the conditions within which it is produced and received [ … ], the assumptions and problems inherent to its time and place.”271 Or, perhaps, by choosing to engage with the materiality and context in these environments, from within my creative practice of non-linear audiovisual processes, provides the opportunity to see, hear and be in the world differently. The artwork becomes an apparatus of change. To this effect Morton says:

Thus the art in the time of hyperobjects explores the uncanniness of beings, the uniqueness of beings, the irony and interrelationships between beings, and the ironic secondariness of the intermeshing between beings.272

Morton and the other theorists discussed in this chapter have become alongly woven into the thinking and making processes behind *Audiovisual Installation as Ecological Performativity*. Each provided alternative vocabularies to broaden and contemplate the various performative entanglements in my ecology of practice. Barad opened up pathways to meditate the on-going process of becoming and reconfiguring of the world through her “intra-action” ontology, while Butler encouraged me to think of the performative responsiveness that can influence my actions and how I come to sense the world. Bennett lured me into her notion of “thing-power” and the distinctive effects and capacities available in the material configuration of the sonic-body, while Morton’s dark ecology project and notion of the hyperobject encouraged an alternative form of ecological awareness. While all of these concepts resonate at their own frequency, they have provided productive ways to think through and inform my practice and the creative processes and outcomes described in the next two chapters.
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4. ECOLOGICAL PERFORMATIVITY

“Agency is the relation and emergent product of material engagement. It is not something given but something to be realized [...]” \(^{273}\)

Lambros Malafouris

Ecological Performativity: A Creative Research Practice

The attention paid to the critical, theoretical, and philosophical discourses in the previous chapters provided an opportunity to ask new questions from the core of my practice. These discourses also offered new vocabularies and perspectives from which to consider and contextualise my mode of artistic practice. My intention was to contribute to these discourses in an artistic, experiential, and dynamic way, and this evolved into the practice I call Ecological Performativity.

I introduced this term to mesh my artistic practice with the theoretical and philosophical ideas presented. In summary, these ideas included Welsby’s concept of an ontological shift being how we as humans relate to nature; Pickering’s “dance of agency” that recognises the temporal and emergent processes between human and nonhuman; Barad’s conceptual shift from interaction to “intra-action” that signifies the on-going process of becoming and the reconfiguring of the world in a performative ontology; Butler’s definition of performance as an action or practice that can occur in different instances; Bennett’s “thing-power” that draws attention to the active, affective and agential capacities of natural and artifactual things; and Morton’s Dark Ecology project, which proposes a way of thinking and being that embraces the weird weirdness and dark-depressing and the ambiguity, uncertainty and uncanniness of the entangled mesh.

The result for me was a reconceptualisation of my creative thinking-making procedures, including the subjective experiences of time, place and the performative agency of human and nonhuman bodies. In this mode of artistic practice, the anthropocentric understanding of creativity shifts to one of a

relational and performative ontology where emergence constitutes a temporally dynamic making-doing-thinking. It is inherently non-linear in transmission and thus holds open space for the complex polyphony of the thoughts in the act.\textsuperscript{274} In this way, Audiovisual Installation as Ecological Performativity evidences the aesthetics of causality by being embedded in time and place.

**Studio Practice**

In my creative research, the making process and resulting non-linear audiovisual installations are considered as embodied responses to larger phenomena. These include the visceral, in-person engagement in the chosen environments, the agency of the collected material explored through the development of specially designed computational systems, the subsequent recordings of improvisations that responded to the collected material, and the engagement with the resulting artefact, where reflection and contemplation, in turn, become a co-creative element. As such, my notion of Ecological Performativity operates porously between subjective and objective, practice and theory, and is open to the emergent complexities of such entangled configurations.

Similar to other ecologically-grounded creative practices,\textsuperscript{275} Ecological Performativity explores the relationships of environment, process and material, and derives from an intensive data-gathering procedure and immersion in the respective environments. At the same time, by considering the performative agency of components through non-linear creative procedures, Ecological Performativity attempts to explore different vocabularies and creative pathways in the thinking and making procedures.

The post-production exploration of materials is done in part through the development of specifically designed computational systems. These systems vary in construction and are intrinsically linked to the collected data—audio field recordings, moving images and photos—as well as other environmental data gleaned from these situated encounters. The techniques of research include computer vision, data sonification and convolution to engage the agency of
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material and thus construct the non-linear audiovisual installations. What emerges does so in an iterative, non-deterministic manner, which allows open-ended interaction in my ‘ecology of practice.’

Subsequently, this ecology of practice has come to involve the recording of musical improvisations in response to the developed system. This has become an important component of Ecological Performativity, that is, within the iterative development of these systems out of the material gathered, musical improvisation and/or comprovisations\textsuperscript{276} are included in the process as a method to further engage and explore responsiveness within the evolving system. What this provides is a cumulative database that can be folded back into the final audiovisual installation.

Motivated by the desire to explore non-linear systems, the installation platform provides a space where the constraints of beginnings, middles, and ends are eliminated. Simon Emmerson supports the idea that installation art erases the boundaries between listener, performer and composer by “encouraging contemplation and concentration...[which is] defined by the individual listener/observer.”\textsuperscript{277} Chris Welsby claims installation art can give the viewer the time and space to consciously engage with the work, with its production, and with its presentation.\textsuperscript{278} Practitioners Evelina Domnitch and Dmitry Gelfand suggest that installation art can “exist as an ever-transforming phenomena [which can allow] the observer to transcend the illusory distinction between scientific discovery and perceptual expansion.”\textsuperscript{279} The artwork can then exist as a transformative apparatus. These techniques were explored to various degrees and using a range of methods for the realisation of each work contained in my portfolio, described in detail in Chapter Five.

\textsuperscript{276} Dudas, ""Comprovisation": The Various Facets of Composed Improvisation within Interactive Performance Systems."
\textsuperscript{278} Welsby, "Films and Installations—a Systems View of Nature," 35.
Contextual Review of Techniques

To contextualise the techniques to make the works, I considered various ways to engage the different elements experienced in each environment. These considerations changed my way of being in these environments, and the manner in which I engaged with time and place. For example, in Sequoia National Forest, the sunlight through the trees, coupled with the natural reverb of the forest and the multi-layered chatter of tourists, became the milieu that activated the creative practice that followed. Restating Manning and Massumi, these forces create a complex polyphony that sets in motion “a practice from within.”280 The question that repeatedly emerged during my research was how best to engage the different elements found in each environment as a co-creative and performative device, and what effect would they have in a non-linear audiovisual installation platform. From my early experiments with different techniques, I searched for co-creative methods and, in the end, came to employ the processes of convolution (live and rendered), computer vision, and data sonification. It is my position that in the context of each location, using the elements found there as co-creative devices in a non-linear audiovisual installation platform enables different directions of creative practice that bring forth alternative ways to experience and think about the world. What follows is a summary of these techniques, including the work of other creative practitioners whose explorations and contextualisations have links with my own.

Convolution

In my sonic arts practice, convolution has been an important process and technique, which I have explored in various ways. For me, there is a poetic conversation between the sonic materials chosen; in some ways this is similar to painting in that sound colours blend (convolve) to create new sonic tones. While Curtis Roads ably provided computer music composers with the theory of convolution in *The Computer Music Tutorials* and *Microsound*,281 this process became more widely available when Tom Erbe released his software *SoundHack* in 1991.282
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I have used SoundHack extensively since its release and in my early sonic explorations with convolution, I created a large catalogue of fixed-media soundscape compositions and multimedia works. Beyond the traditional method of using a “dry recording within a reverberant space by convolving it with the impulse response of that space,” my application of convolution varies and is intrinsically linked to the context of each work. Consequently, I have used convolution with the environment source material, with text and vocal material, with rhythmic inputs, and with pre-recorded acoustic motifs. Because of my extended use of convolution, when immersed in environments I can often begin to think in terms of this process; that is, while in sound, I get a sense of what might be a meaningful convolution. The most easily identified from my dissertation is the natural reverb field recordings from Sequoia National Forest. Once attuned to this environment, I began to sonically envision a work using these recordings as impulse responses with vocal improvisations. Another example is the field recording at the Los Angeles airport. While shifting from the functional aspects of recording this sound to broader considerations and sensibilities, I contemplated what sonic elements might work best when convolved with the jet sounds as an impulse response. As it occurred, short cello motifs of two or three notes were convolved with the jets as a sonic element in the audiovisual installation Flight Variant.

For me, then, being in sound with the process of convolution in mind is organic and elemental; like mixing blue and yellow to create green. In this way, my method of applying convolution is grounded in the ecology of each project. Thus, being in these environments is essential to the capacities of practice. I italicise the preposition in, to reference Timothy Ingold’s notion of ensounded, which suggests that we hear in sound rather than hearing sound. This highlights Ingold's objection to the term soundscape, which he believes positions sound as an object rather than an experience. Thus, Ingold compares sound to light and not vision (we see in light, not in vision). Accordingly, electroacoustic composer Barry Truax, when commenting on Ingold’s objections to soundscape, considers ensounded as a useful way to address some of the criticism of Murray Schaffer’s definition of soundscape by moving “away from the objectification of sound [which then] emphasises the process.” From this perspective, my use of convolution as a co-creative apparatus embedded in the
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context of each environment has conceptual linkages with Truax and his method of applying and contextualising this process.

Truax, who is well known for his research in soundscape composition, including the World Soundscape Project, Acoustic Communications, and the development of the PODX granular synthesis system at Simon Fraser University, has extensively explored convolution in his most recent compositions: *Chalice Well, The Way of the Spirit, Temple,* and *The Shaman Ascending.* Before these works, Truax's compositional method involved primarily granular synth processes. Of his shift in practice, Truax states that convolution "presents an efficient technique for simulating certain kinds of environmental sound textures." Rather than the “purely synthetic sound design for environmental sounds” or the “processing of recorded environmental sounds” Truax considers convolution as a hybrid approach that enables the realisation of “imaginary soundscapes.” For Truax, these representations of the world have the capacity to incite "memory, symbolism and metaphor" as co-creative devices in experiencing his works. Thus the “listener’s mental participation and interaction with [the] sounds [are] equally important.” What is critical in Truax’s practice is “the knowledge of context [that] depends on a deeply understood relation to the context of the work, whether a place, a culture or a story." For Truax, then, “context-based composition is a powerful artistically and socially motivated means of re-engaging both the composer and the listener with real-world contexts […]”

I benefitted from studying with Truax in the late 90s, so I have worked in the milieu of the World Soundscape Project in Vancouver. While I do not contextualise my current research as soundscape composition, some linkages resonate with Truax's statement on context-based composition. I apply the technique of convolution to engage the materiality and context of these environments as experienced in the field. Thus, the event and context from which each work evolves is "deeply understood" and directly enlisted as a co-creative device. Out of this, I believe, an ecological awareness in the manner of Massumi and Manning is understood as an “event based
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ecology of experience." From this perspective, my use of convolution has further linkages with Damián Keller’s research into convolution as an ecologically grounded compositional process.

Keller, who also studied with Truax, has done considerable research on “compositional processes from an ecological perspective.” His artistic and written research has proposed various ecological approaches to music composition. Drawing on J.J Gibson’s ecological approach to psychology and the cognitive research of Francisco Varela, Keller introduced the term eco-composition into the lexicon of music composition to denote “the relationships between the compositional processes and the geographical, ethnographical and historical factors that inform[s] the creative processes. Thus, like Truax, context for Keller is an integral aspect of the work.

Keller’s use of convolution as a compositional tool is framed within what he defines as an “ecologically-based event”. Invert and bring these three words forward in time and we arrive at Manning and Massumi’s “event based ecology.” Thus for Keller, sound events comprise the cyclical transmission of sound input and dissipation and “are constrained by the properties of the vibrating bodies, by the behaviours of the excitation agents, and by the acoustics of the surrounding space.” Using the process of convolution in his compositions thus expanded Keller’s ability to “work at several temporal levels on a single sound source.” Accordingly, Keller says: “Given that the sonic environment and the listener are engaged in a process of mutual determination, ecologically based composition provides us with tools to shape the sounds that surround us and to change the way we perceive these sounds.”

Keller’s most recent research at the Amazon Center for Music Research, in conjunction with the Ubiquitous Music Group, has summarized the current trend in
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ecologically-grounded methodologies and has proposed that “ecological approaches to creative practice may provide “an alternative to the mainstream anthropocentric and disembodied acoustic-instrumental paradigms.”305 Thus for Keller and his colleagues, being “embedded in the context of everyday phenomena [provides] multimodal events as units of action-perception.”306

For my research, “action-perception” segues to agency and performativity by drawing on different theoretical and philosophical ideas and vocabularies. Accordingly, my position adds support and broadens the method to consider creative practice with co-creative and “intra-active” forces. This enables different directions to be explored from the core of creative practice that, in turn, prompts new questions and theoretical positions. Thus, thinking and making with the various intercessors or “friends”, as outlined in this dissertation, emphasised an understanding of my creative practice as being Ecologically Performative.

In my research, I expanded the use of convolution as an Ecologically Performative device by using the HISSTools Impulse Response Toolbox (HIRT). Developed by Alex Harker and Pierre Tremblay at the University of Huddersfield, and released in 2012, this set of MaxMSP externals enables real-time convolution rather than the pre-rendered method used in SoundHack. As noted by Harker and Tremblay, “The primary motivation for the HIRT was to provide tools for improving the concert presentation of electronic music (especially when combined with acoustic instruments).”307 In this way the composer, when preparing a work for a specific concert environment, can use the impulse response from those spaces, and proceed accordingly. In essence, it involves bringing the concert hall into the studio in order to avoid any “unexpected and potentially highly detrimental alterations in concert.”308

Since the release of HIRT, I have used these tools in various configurations; from live concert improvisations to non-linear installations. As my use of convolution is particular to the ecology of each work, sound impulses have varied to include environmental source material, rhythmic inputs and text-based sound samples. I have created a way to dynamically change the impulse, thus allowing for various colours and configurations of convolution in a live and non-linear platform. An
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example from my PhD portfolio is the installation *Flight Variant*. I constructed this Max patch with the ability to shift between two text-based sound samples as the convolution impulse on a piano source.

**Computer Vision Processes**

As with convolution, I have done much research into the use of computer vision as a creative tool. Using visual movement as a trigger to influence sonic elements has fascinated me for some time. I have experimented with various computer vision systems including David Rokeby’s *Very Nervous System (VNS)*, Miroslav Spasov’s *ENACTIV*, Alexander Refsum Jensenius’s *Motiongram* (available in the Max/MSP Jamoma modules), and Jean-Marc Pelletier’s *cv.jit* library. While all these systems offer exciting avenues of creative exploration, Pelletier's *cv.jit* library has informed my research into non-linear installation systems.

At the time of release, (2004) Pelletier’s *cv.jit* library for Cycling74 Max program provided a more open-ended approach to computer vision and musical performance. The various methods available in this library include motion flow, shape analysis, morphology, image segmentation, and statistics.\(^{309}\) The implementation of these methods depends on the image material, be it live or prerecorded, and on the intended usage.

Specific to the non-linear installations in my dissertation was the ability to use illumination points in the different video materials as a triggering device. For example, the movement of sunlight is a characteristic visual feature in the installations *Undercurrent* and *Cathedral*. Exploring this as a co-creative device became an important aspect in the process of constructing these installations. Having studied Pelletier’s *cv.jit* library, I was able to construct a method to use these changes of light as a creative tool. Moreover, Pelletier's exploration of and written reflections on computer vision have provided the sonic arts community with a substantial research resource for these processes. On computer vision as sight reading, Pelletier says:

For a composer who uses this framework frequently, it is important to cultivate the eye like a musician would normally cultivate an ear. Once the composer has established a number of favorite mappings and sound synthesis strategies, he or she should learn how to “read” sounds into the shapes and motions of the
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world. In many cases patterns that are visually interesting may not yield interesting sounds, just as interesting sounds may be produced from less interesting visuals. A great part of the sonifying artist’s practice is to learn to hear the sonic potential of visual motions.\textsuperscript{310}

Like convolution, my previous explorations in computer vision enabled my PhD research into cocreative devices to occur in a transformative manner. As a result, my approach to the visual experiences in the field incite different responses to the specificities of these encounters. In the context of creating non-linear systems, these responses have significant influences on how I relate to being in these environments, in that the triggering mechanisms that influence my creative processes function in a broad interplay. Compared with fixed-media parameters, where the materials will eventually be ‘locked in’, the sensibilities that emerge in non-linear audiovisual processes allow for a making-doing-thinking process that can alter perception while in the field and thus open different vocabularies and pathways in practice. For example, the light shafts from the dust-covered bus window, as described in my journal entry on page 45, became more than a visual experience in light. I considered them as potential triggering apparatuses within a non-linear system, altering how they were perceived, which in turn opened different directions and pathways of practice. Elements are therefore contingent and take on a transformative character and functionality in a non-linear system, which can alter how different elements are sensed in the field. Consequently, the components that eventually make up the non-linear systems require the context from which the aesthetics of causality can dynamically arise. My previous research into computer vision provided an alternative way to be in these environments and thus allowed me to consider different ways to enlist the performative aspects of the visual experiences I encountered.

Data Sonification

If the processes of convolution and computer vision are enlisted to explore a dynamic aesthetic, then data sonification extends that exploration into the realm of the ‘not readily perceivable.’ In my PhD research, data sonification is specific to using information, or rather, data sets relating to the subject of the works in which it is used—like converting flight data into musical notes in the installation \textit{Flight Variant}.

The formal definition of sonification is “the transformation of data relations into perceived relations in an acoustic signal for the purposes of facilitating communication or interpretation.”\(^{311}\) A more recent account refers to sonification as “[…] the data-dependent generation of sound, if the transformation is systematic, objective and reproducible […].”\(^{312}\) Inherently, sonification is a vastly interdisciplinary field of research that encompasses various languages and usages. As noted in the Sonification Handbook:

Sonification is so inherently interdisciplinary that it is easy to become disoriented and overwhelmed when confronted with its many different facets, ranging from computer science to psychology, from sound design to data mining. In addition, each discipline uses its own jargon, and—because the research comes from such diverse areas—there are few agreed upon definitions for the complex concepts within the research area.\(^{313}\)

In the context of my creative research, the definition of sonification as systematic and objective is replaced with performative and transformative. I consider data as matter and draw from Bennett’s concept of “thing-power”—as being part of the “active, earthy, a complex entanglements of human and non-human encounters.”\(^{314}\) Accordingly, the material configuration of the data-body, like the text-body, can change one's sensibilities to attune in different directions. Like Bennett, who can no longer walk on grass without thinking about the “uncut hair of Graves,” I can no longer see a plane in the sky without thinking about the number of flights per day, which in turn draws forward other sensibilities. Here again, the subject and object dichotomy is replaced with a complex polyphony of forces in the entanglement of the mesh.

The exploration of sonification data by creative practitioners R. Luke Dubois and Andrea Polli provided me with useful insights to consider it as a co-creative device. Both artists enlist data sonification as a way to extract and layer meaning related to the subject of their works. In Dubois's case, his initial exploration into the use of data was to "look at the intersection between sound and image,"\(^{315}\) and he subsequently moved to more political considerations by using material gleaned from


real world issues. For Polli, sonification is deeply rooted in ecological issues and is used to bring public awareness to issues of pollution and global warming.

Dubois, who was initially trained as a composer, expanded his practice into new media because of his interest in computer coding. Well known as the co-author of Jitter for Max/MSP, Dubois’s considerable creative coding skills have since produced a body of work that includes large-scale public installations, interactive arts and generative computer works. With regard to sonification, Dubois has explored many methods for the use of data and often uses the term “data mining” to contextualise his practice, comparing it to music, “the original ‘information art’, in that at its essence music is a stream of abstract information ‘sonified’ through performance.” As Dubois describes:

People will tell me that 100 years ago folks like me [people who use data as an artistic tool] did not exist, that it was impossible, that art made with data is a new thing, it’s a product of our age, it’s something that’s really important to think of as something that is now—and that is true. But there is an art form that has been around for a very long time that’s really about using information, abstract information to make emotionally resonant pieces and it’s called music. We’ve been making music for tens of thousands of years and if you think about what music is: notes and chords and keys and harmonies and melodies—these things are algorithms, these things are systems that are designed to unfold over time to make us feel.

Dubois’s early works like Plant (2002) did achieve the exploration of sound and image. In this case, the work includes algorithms based on plant biology to create a musical score that, when performed live, is transcoded into a generative visual drawing. With each subsequent work, Dubois's practice moved into a political discourse by incorporating data from real world issues. For example in Hard Data (2009), Dubois uses statistical data from the American military actions in Afghanistan and Iraq as a creative device. Initially intended as an interactive web page, Hard Data evolved into a six-movement score for amplified string quartet, created from the casualty statistics from this war. When speaking about Hard Data Dubois says: "The idea was that the Iraq war, as an 'American' war, is the first large-
scale conflict in which the average American has more data than knowledge, which is to say: we have lots of facts and figures about the Iraq war [ … ]."322 “My concept was to compose an emotionally resonant piece out of facts that are getting spewed out on television and the Internet about the war."323 Dubois’s initial intention was to take this data and make an open-source dataset that different composers could set to music.324 As it happened this idea did not come to fruition; however, Hard Data does exist as a web page and Dubois’s own string quartet score.

In the gallery installation Take a Bullet for This City (2014), Dubois uses real-time online data to visualise 911 emergency calls relating to gun shootings in the city of New Orleans. This work comprises an encased gun connected to a computer program, coded to fire whenever a shooting is reported to the New Orleans police department. Using blanks (rather than real bullets) during the installation, the encasement containing the gun fills with empty shells—and on average, there are five reports made per day in the city of New Orleans. I consider this installation to be a disturbingly profound work. When speaking on this method of data-visualization Dubois says: "when [done] right it's illuminating, and when you do it wrong, it's anesthetizing—reducing people to numbers.”325

Dubois also explores data-mining in texted-based installation platforms, as a way to extract key words from the subject. In Hindsight Is Always 20/20 (2011), Dubois extracted the most frequently spoken words from every American presidential State of the Union address. Placed in descending order of occurrence, the top 66 words spoken are mounted in light boxes, similar to eye-testing charts. Dubois describes these eye charts as a method to "[test] the presidents' visions" and as "a comment on the role of rhetoric in American history.”326 For example, George Washington’s top word is ‘gentlemen’ while George W. Bush’s is ‘terror’ and, as Dubois notes: “how you get from gentlemen to terror in 43 easy steps tells us a lot about American history and gives you a different insight than you would looking at a series of paintings.”327

In his more humorous texted-based work, A More Perfect Union (2010) Dubois turns to online dating profiles as an alternative method for census-taking in the
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Rather than the typical information of census reports: where you live, job description, language spoken, ethnic background, Dubois uses the corpus of data contained in 21 online dating services to find more descriptive accounts of peoples lives, including their dreams and aspirations.\footnote{DuBois, "Insightful Human Portraits Made from Data".} Dubois joined these online services and using different profiles, including gay man/woman, and straight man/woman, proceeded to download 19 million dating profiles from every zip code in America: “that's close to twenty per cent of the adult population of the USA.”\footnote{Ibid.} Using a word analysis computer program, Dubois extracted the frequent words from each zip code and proceeded to translate these at a cartographic level. By replacing the names of cities and towns with the top word, Dubois reconfigured the America map by renaming places like Seattle to Heartbreak, Los Angeles to Acting, San Francisco to Gay, and New York City to Now. This process was done on a granular level giving Dubois a macro account of people’s preferences.\footnote{Ibid.} When speaking about \textit{A More Perfect Union}, Dubois considers the project to be a form of a “more democratic method of American portraiture, something that’s more about my country and how it works.”\footnote{Ibid.}

The notion of portraiture thus becomes a way for Dubois to contextualise his artistic practice, and to “evoke and find symbolism.”\footnote{Butler, "When Gesture Becomes Event".} For me, Dubois's use of data as a creative tool resonates with Butler's account of ‘performativity.’ I consider the data material as an agential by-product of the "instance[s] of motion" in ordinary life, and a result of how "we tacitly restructure [ … ] the world and come to act as we do."\footnote{Ibid.} Through this lens, \textit{Hard Data} evidences the agential motion and politics of war, \textit{Take a Bullet for This City} evidences the agential action of shooting another person, \textit{Hindsight Is Always 20/20} evidences the agential rhetoric in American history, and \textit{A More Perfect Union} evidences the agency of human desires, aspirations and how people come to describe their identity.

Andrea Polli’s use of sonification also evidences human motion. By merging art, science and technology\footnote{Andrea Polli, "Particle Falls." Accessed December 5 2016, http://forecastpublicart.org/public-art-review/current-projects/2015/03/particle-falls/} Polli has explored sonification to focus on
environmental issues such as pollution. Her creative practice has strong links with Schafer’s Soundscape project, the World Soundscape Project of Vancouver, Hildegard Westerkamp’s Soundwalk project, and the Acoustic Ecology movement and thus, for me, folds into Morton’s notion of the hyperobject. If, as Morton suggests, one can best sense the presence of hyperobjects from their traces and indexical signs, (like global warming and pollution), then Polli’s use of data extracted from these signs, in turn, draws these hyperobjects forward into the realm of perception.

Polli, who is a founding member of the Social Media Workgroup (SMW) at the University of New Mexico, has spearheaded much research into the sonification of environmental data. Her early works, like *Atmospherics/Weather Works* and *Heat and the Heartbeat of the City*, used meteorological and atmospheric data to create multi-channel sonifications to, as she suggests, promote social awareness and change in cultural practices. Accordingly, Polli introduced into the lexicon of creative practice the term geosonification to denote: “the sonification of data from the natural world inspired by the soundscape.” On the use of data sonification from environmental sources Polli writes:

> Although the radical nature of the process of audification and data sonification may seem to take one out of his or her environment, this process of reshaping and reordering information may actually bring one closer to the natural world.

In her latest work, *Particle Falls*, Polli uses real-time air quality data to generate a large-scale public artwork. This installation provides a visual representation to passers-by as to the quality of air wherever the work is installed. Depending on the levels of fine particles associated with pollution, bursts of bright colour increase or decrease over a constant background of falling blue light. First mounted in Philadelphia, noted for having the worst air pollution in the United States, and subsequently installed throughout North America, *Particle Falls* evidenced air quality through the use of data.

Dubois and Polli’s use of sonification exemplifies many creative possibilities available through data-mining and gave me meaningful ways to consider the agency
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of data as a co-creative device. While political and environmental issues do not
directly drive my application of sonification, as they do for Dubois and Polli,
sonification provides a broader sense of different agential apparatuses in different
environments. In my ecology of practice this broader sensibility has further
motivated my turn to non-linear creative processes, while evoking an alternative way
of contemplating the question “What is here?” in any given environment.

Given the enormous amount of data readily available, sonification has much to
offer creative practice. As an object or material, data is situated in time and place and
therefore can expand the material dimensions in which one can experience, consider
and explore the capacities of different encounters. Using such data in an artistic
practice can thus offer a multi-layered platform for creative inquiry by drawing the
invisible or inaudible into the realm of perception. In addition, with the various
discussions, languages and uses for sonification, Hermann, Hunt and Neuhoff offer
this perspective:

[T]he field [sonification and auditory display] faces the challenge of
developing and using a common language in order to integrate many divergent
"disciplinary" ways of talking, thinking and tackling problems. On the other
hand, this obstacle often offers great potential for discovery because these
divergent ways of thinking and talking can trigger creative potential and new
ideas.342

A Shift in Collaboration Praxis

As my move towards non-linear systems began to redeploy my creative
practice—that is, my relationship between the encounters in the field,
experimentation-as-process with materials and tools, and the creative artefacts that
emerged—it became necessary to separate out what I had previously regarded as
collaborative praxis. While I still consider the works in my portfolio as emerging out
of a “field of activity,” including who or what I am bound up with (via Van Dooren),
it became necessary to recognise that the works contained in my research did not fit
into what I had formerly described as collaborations.

My turn to non-linear audiovisual installation processes is in direct contrast to
the research intentions of my collaborators, in that their current media works are
embedded in fixed-media formats and use no music. For example, during my PhD
research, Shannon Harris (Undercurrent) and Andrew Denton (Flight Variant,
Cathedral, and Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream) enlisted me for sound design
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work on their respective film projects: *To Taste the Ground*[^343] and *Crude*.[^344] In both cases, these practitioners were insistent that their fixed-media films contain only locational sound and no musical elements. So, while I do use footage recorded by these accomplished practitioners, my research explores the exact opposite format.

My turn towards non-linear devices is, in some ways, a response to the parameters imposed by fixed-media procedures. My lure toward the performative is an attempt to find new pathways in practice that suspend the linear trajectory of fixed-media works to explore an alternative dynamic aesthetic. Thus, the way I previously described collaboration from a systems theory perspective (pages 6–7) has evolved in the course of my research to include a different vocabulary to contextualise the process.

In the first instance, Karen Barad’s understanding of the nature of matter as an “intra-action” rather than an interaction resonates. Thinking of the differences in creative intentions between my fellow media practitioners and me as an “intra-action” highlights the “iterative and mutually constitutive working out”[^345] nature of practice. Thus, to experience the relational dimension in experimentation-as-process within the divergence of practices negotiates a space that is open to the friction of differences. These moments of friction, or “zone[s] of awkward engagement”[^346] are transformative and feed into an accumulative tacit knowledge from working relationships that span twenty-five years, which in turn form their own ‘ecologies of practice.’ For my part, these zones of engagement agitate and challenge my creative research, which draws on the different agency of artistic practices.

Secondly, Donna Haraway’s reference to string figure games provided an alternative vocabulary for considering these creative “intra-actions.” Here, Haraway’s passing pattern of figures and ideas on relays, knottings, and the picking up of threads that occur in such moments of “intra-action” resonate with the sort of space that inhabited my research. Of this Haraway says:

> In making string figures one hand is still, while the other moves. Patterning requires many digits, […] and that the patterns are relayed and past on, both thru the generations as well as thru the actual materiality of string figuring, […] [they] are a kind of genre and kind of worlding, a kind of story making with

[^343]: Shannon Harris, "To Taste the Ground," (Montreal, Canada: 2014).
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deep materiality's that work through relays, and knotting's and dropping threads and somebody else picking a thread and a mutation and a pattern happens that you didn't intend that perhaps ruins the pattern. But perhaps also suggests something interesting and fun and [ … ] mobile.\textsuperscript{347}

For me, Haraway's manner of thinking and use of language is expansive and operates in a way that is attuned to the complex polyphony that inhabits any back-and-forth exchange of ideas and perspectives. As a reference for my own creative endeavours, which incorporate material from different environments and other creative practitioners, it serves as a reminder of the worth of such complexities and entangled configurations.

Thirdly, Manning and Massumi pose insightful questions regarding the nature of collaboration as an “event based ecology of experience.”\textsuperscript{348} Here they ask: “What new forms of collaborative interaction does [ … ] research-creation-based speculative pragmatism imply? What kinds of initial conditions are necessary? What does it mean to organize for emergence?”\textsuperscript{349} For me, "initial conditions" and "organizing for emergence" are important considerations in how I have come to consider the processes from which emerge the works contained in my portfolio. An example from my thesis would be the three-week field recording session with Andrew Denton and Adrian McNaught. For my part, I had no programmatic structure as to what I would record or what works would emerge. In essence, the choice to participate in this trip with these people was the initial condition out of which emergence was organised and enlisted as a technique. Of this, Manning and Massumi say:

This idea of research-creation as embodying techniques of emergence takes it seriously that a creative art or design practice launches concepts in-the-making. These concepts-in-the making are mobile at the level of techniques they continue to invent. This movement is as speculative (future-event oriented) as it is pragmatic (technique-based practice).\textsuperscript{350}

To conclude, working with other creative practitioners became an initial tool and technique through which the process of emergence was organised, becoming an essential method of my practice—an event and working-out process that mobilizes an exchange of perspectives, which mutates in the passing back and forth of ideas (patterns) in an ecology of practice that is emergent, contingent and performative.

\textsuperscript{349} Ibid., Loc 1615.
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5. PORTFOLIO

"a [ ... ] luring, desiring, making-with."351
Donna Haraway

Introduction

The non-linear audiovisual installations developed are the result of three field recording projects that took place between June 2014 and December 2015. These situated experiences span the west coast of North America, from Southern California to the northern regions of Western Canada. The works Flight Variant, Cathedral, and Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream emerged from field recordings that began at the Salton Sea in Southern California and proceeded up into the Sequoia National Forest. Except for Flight Variant, which incorporates some footage previously captured by Denton, these three works are in response to this three-week journey. The remaining installation, Undercurrent emerged from a separate field recording at the Yalakom River in British Columbia, Canada.

Each project has influences and narratives from which the non-linear installations emerge. To recount each work, and the overall trajectory of my research, I present the works in the order in which they were made and not the time frame of the field recordings. I present the creative works in this sequence to show the evolution of the making-doing-thinking of my creative research as it progressed in moments of emergence. To restate Ingold, these moments traversed many interwoven lines, creating an ever-evolving meshwork in which the practitioner (the Wayfarer) and the practice are embedded; where the ways of inhabitant knowledge are “alongly integrated.”352

The route travelled explored many locations. Starting in Vancouver, I spent a week recording the sounds in and around this city. At the same time, and having previously discussed possible avenues of research, Shannon Harris was capturing audiovisual material at the Yalakom River in Northern British Columbia, which was later used in the installation Undercurrent.
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From Vancouver, I flew to Los Angeles and joined Andrew Denton (filmmaker) and Adrien McNaught (architect) for a three-week field recording journey that brought us first to the Southern part of California and then to Los Angeles and subsequently into Death Valley, Sequoia National Forest, Reno, Salt Lake City and onward to Glacier Park. While the works to emerge from this three-week trip comprise material gathered from three locations: the Salton Sea, Los Angeles Airport, and Sequoia National Forest; there were many sites visited and field recordings made along the way. As I had no pre-programmed idea of what I would record or what works would result, my method of practice, as described on page 77, was organised for emergence.

In this three-week field recording session, an emotional state emerged, similar to what Morton calls the “dark-depressing” and “dark-uncanny.”353 For my part, along with the numerous disturbing locations explored, the moments of being ‘pulled aside’ by security guards (with guns) questioning what I was doing in various locations were influential. On one occasion, I thought I would either be thrown in jail or escorted to the Canadian/USA border. So, as this trip proceeded, a “dark-depressed” emotional state settled in. As we moved through locations like Death Valley, where the daily temperatures were 153 degrees Fahrenheit and the ability to be in this environment was significantly reduced—I could only record for 10-minute time periods because of the heat—I again contemplated: “What is the purpose of an art form that is embedded in time and place?” By the time we arrived in Reno and submerged ourselves in the casino environment, my fellow practitioners and I were emotionally exhausted. From the polluted wastelands of the Salton Sea to the addictive gambling activities of Reno, the performative agency of human and nonhuman bodies was overwhelmingly disturbing.

When I initially considered my question—the purpose of an art form embedded in time and place—I had no answer. I could only reflect on the fact that I had been capturing and exploring the day-to-day situated sounds and encounters in the world for some time (since my father’s beige tape recorder), and that these activities were motivated by my various creative curiosities. On engaging with the researchers presented in the previous chapters, I began to contextualise the making-doing-thinking and feeling of my ecology of practice as part of a larger performative “intra-action” with the world (via Barad); something that lays claim

to my responsiveness, out of which I come to act as I do (via Butler). The lure to record objects found in different environments is, as Bennett describes it, the “call of things”, which music is “better suited for acknowledging,” and that the “weird weirdness” I have often felt in different field recording encounters can be thought through with Morton’s dark ecology project, which is attuned to “[the] shifting, ambiguous stage set.” The result, for me, was a deeper connection with the worth of such an artistic practice and a broader method and sensibility for considering the entanglements at work between different bodies (human and nonhuman), in a non-reductive and contingent way.

Furthermore, Haraway’s *Staying with the Trouble* offers an additional thinking thread to address my question:

Staying with the Trouble in a multispecies way is truly my effort to remain alive, non-cynical, non-skeptical, non-defected, but also not in denial about the levels of destruction which we inherit and hold in our hands whether we want to or not. That the pattern is truly in our hands whether we asked for it or not and the possibility of flourishing on this earth is truly at stake. And the temptations to cynicism or defeatism, to despair, to various forms of avoidance and denial are extreme. My view is it’s not possible to stay with the trouble among us without the practice of joy; that the practices of joyful—collective and individual pleasure—are essential to the arts of living on a damaged planet.

How this manifests in my ecology of practice is that embedded in the *making-doing-thinking-feeling* of artistic inquiry, including working with other practitioners and the curiosities that motivate my creative directions, is the joy out of which I cultivate a way of being in the world that short-circuits any temptation for avoidance and denial. I believe that in this mode of artistic practice dwells response and response-ability. From a sonic arts perspective, Agostino Di Scipio has recently proposed a similar line of thought and further suggests what is at stake:

In a world so profoundly structured by unseen, unheard and aproblematically accepted delegations, assumptions of responsibility may be uneasy, and often perceived as disturbing. To many, it is simply meaningless to raise such questions in considering mundane activities such as music and listening. Yet, there we see a political (or simply pedagogical) function of sound-based practices across the broader social scenario: a function to draw attention, through the ‘relational’ and the ‘situational’ dimension of the medium, to the social ecology of lived auditory experience. After all, it seems reasonable –

354 Bennett, "Powers of the Hoard: Artistry and Agency in a World of Vibrant Matter".
355 Haraway, "Staying with the Trouble: Sympoiesis, String Figures, Multispecies Muddles".
and auspicable – to assume that the mutual recognition and the joyful coming together of individuals able to account for their personal involvement are ultimately very good motivations behind our efforts as either practitioners or listeners.\textsuperscript{356}

Flight Variant

“The ambient sound of jet engines “destroys the actuality of nature as [...] an object of poetic celebration.”

Timothy Morton

Figure 21. Flight Variant. Photo A. Denton.

Research Journal:
Industrial park near Los Angeles Airport
California, June 2014.

This is the closest I’ve externally been to a jet plane in flight. The sound in my headphones was intense, and when recording the first plane, I had the levels too high. The saying “so loud it made my ears bleed” is an accurate description—it took a while for my ears to recover.

I could hear planes advancing well before seeing them, so I became the lookout person signalling to Andrew with a “yip” that a plane was approaching. This gave him the time to capture his high definition slow motion footage. For my part, I could detect, in sound, the size of an aircraft before seeing it, as the jet engine pitch is different. I became fixated on these different pitches and the weird sonic moment that occurs just as a plane passes overhead—you can hear the swirl of the jet engine’s exhaust. It feels like a sonic disruption.

I have often encountered ‘moments of friction’ while attempting to record a pristine Nature—one without the sounds of human activity and machinery. Over time, these ‘frictions’ have challenged my field recording practice as to the purpose of recording pristine nature. Morton’s quote (above), and his dark ecology project suggest the need for an ecological awareness that replaces the upper case ‘N’ of Nature with a lower case. For Morton, thinking of (N)ature in Romantic terms as being “That Thing Over There,” impedes any meaningful ecological engagement with other species and the earth and becomes a form of escapism. Such forms of escapism, according to Haraway, have led to denial of the current state of the ecology that we all now inhabit.

Morton’s philosophical writings reflect in words the transformation in my field recording practice that, in turn, has influenced the methods and pathways of my creative research into non-linear systems. What I once regarded as disruptive human-generated sounds in a pristine (N)ature are now considered part of the situated encounters. Rather than experiencing these human sounds as ruptures of the pristine, my mode of attention has altered to consider these sonic occurrences as being embedded in the mesh of the situated ecologies. In saying that, I do appreciate the efforts of sound practitioners such as Bernie Krause, who has dedicated enormous amounts of time to recording ‘wild’ environmental soundscapes. For my research, however, it has become necessary to bracket off this mode of inquiry into natural soundscapes to engage in a practice that is attuned to the “material situations” encountered in any given environment.

One such encounter, which has become a recurring motif, is the sound of jet planes in flight. Depending on the location, the occurrence of such sonic moments is unavoidable. While easily fading into the background of everyday life, the sound of passing planes becomes amplified during field recording projects. In the audiovisual installation, Flight Variant, this sonic-body became the locus and material configuration from which the sensibilities and different

358 Ibid., 1.
359 Haraway, "Staying with the Trouble: Sympoiesis, String Figures, Multispecies Muddles".
360 Bernie Krause, Wild Soundscape: Discovering the Voice of the Natural World (Birmingham, AL: Wilderness Press, 2002). I would add to this list Leah Barclay’s work with Biospheres Soundscapes, Ricardo Dal Farra’s Balance-Unbalance project and Garth Paine’s The Listen project.
361 Salter, Alien Agency: Experimental Encounters with Art in the Making, 26–27. I borrow “material situations” from Salter’s descriptive account of the installation works of O+A who, similar to my practice, are interested in exploring “a life-world of vibrating matter.”
pathways of practice emerged. Like Bennett’s text-body of poetry (pages 50–52), the sonic-body of planes landing at the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) drew my attention to the particular kinds of agency, distinctive effects and capacities available in this environment.

At this stage of the three-week field recording project with Denton and McNaught, we had already finished a week of recording at the Salton Sea and were next heading inland to Death Valley. Denton had also previously captured a series of jet stream videos from which I had made preliminary experimentations with non-linear systems. As described on pages 33–39, these initial experiences did not lead to a finished installation but did influence the different directions and pathways of practice for Flight Variant. By the time we had set up in the industrial park, directly under the arrivals flight path near LAX, I knew this non-linear installation would incorporate these jet stream videos. This location was perfect for recording material as the planes were at very low altitudes—plus I was not confronted with security guards, as was the case for much of this trip.

My thoughts during this LAX airport field recording session shifted from the functional aspects of recording to ideas on migration and family, economics and pollution, overpopulation, travel and a feeling of nostalgia. These ideas and sensibilities eventually directed my creative explorations to inquire about daily flights around the world. Accordingly, I contacted Dr Jim West, Program Manager Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Seattle, WA. West is a close friend of mine and very knowledgeable about the aviation business. At that time, West’s role at Boeing was with the E-Enabling Implementation & Deployment Team that supported the integration of airplane systems and software for the 787, 777, 747 and 737 programs. West directed me to information I might find of interest, particularly the Current Market Outlook 2014 for Boeing. This document contains estimates on the number of new airplanes needed (36,800) to service the emerging air travel growth of 100 million new passengers per year. The 2016 Current Market Outlook has increased the number of planes to 39,620.

---

West’s information, I researched statically data on flights-per-day worldwide (90392)\textsuperscript{365} and daily air traffic at LAX (1578).\textsuperscript{366}

The information contained in the *Current Market Outlook* and the air traffic data influenced my shifting directions of thought in the making of *Flight Variant*. Morton’s “weird weirdness” resonates here, as the sheer scale of human motion in the air became a triggering agent that attuned my creative sensibilities. This data can be understood as an indexical sign of the “human hyperobject (the human as geophysical species)\textsuperscript{367} all performing to form a “shifting ambiguous stage set.”\textsuperscript{368} Thus, the contrails in the sky, so eloquently captured on HD video by Denton, I consider (through Morton) as the “causal traces float[ing] in front, in the realm of appearance, the aesthetic dimension.\textsuperscript{369}

The creative process for *Flight Variant* thus included aviation statistical data as a co-creative and performativity device. This was first incorporated into the installation code by dividing the number of flights that land and take off from LAX per day by the number of seconds in a day, which equated to an average of one every 55 seconds. This figure was then used to trigger the random video selection and elements of the piano score, as described on pages 86–87. Other aviation data coded into the system included dividing the number of seconds in a day (86400) with the average number of planes that are in the air at any given time (7400)\textsuperscript{370} equaling 11.676 seconds, and the same division on the number of worldwide flights-per-day, which equated to 1.046 flights-per-second. These figures are respectively used to trigger sound samples and aspects of the piano score, described on the following page.

The sonic aspect of *Flight Variant* evolved in the studio practice I have described in Chapter 4. A folder of audio samples was realised from the raw field recordings and recorded musical improvisations in response to the installation

\textsuperscript{369} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{370} This number (7400) is an average based on www.flightradar24.com data. In reality, the number of flights in the air will fluctuate given the time of day. Looking at the flight data collected by The World Bank in 2015, 32960402 flight departures were logged worldwide, which on average equals 90392 flights per day. Divide that number by the hours-in-a-day equals 3762.
system as it iteratively evolved. A cumulative database of sonic material was created and in turn coded into the final audiovisual installation, all of which are randomly triggered by the flights-per-second equation. These sonic layers include convolved field recordings with improvised musical motifs, text-based sound bites gleaned from YouTube and Sirus Satellite Radio\(^{371}\) that contain different opinions on global warming and other philosophical positions, and a piano score randomly created from pre-composed and streamed flight arrival information from the LAX airport web page.

The improvised musical motifs were realised with a convolution instrument I created in Max. This ‘comprovised’ instrument includes the multiconvolve~ object found in the HISS Tool externals and the Vienna Symphony cello and clarinet library. Five impulse responses were coded into this instrument, comprised of the Los Angeles airport field recordings of planes. Over the course of creating this work, I recorded several improvisation sessions, which were folded back into the installation system.

The piano score is realised using three methods. The first uses a series of short motifs created through improvisation in response to the audiovisual system as it developed. Stored as MIDI data, these motifs are successively coded to randomly scramble the order of notes and rhythm when triggered by a video. The second uses a list of airport symbols like YYZ (Toronto), transcoded into integers and subsequently into piano chords and also triggered by the entry of videos. The third method involves streaming LAX flight arrival times off the Internet, which are then transcoded into piano notes. For this portion of my research, I was inspired by Gregory Reeves’s AERO app, which downloads and converts flight data into a musical score by sourcing four different airports: Los Angeles (LAX), New York (JFK), Seattle-Tacoma (SEA), and Washington DC/Dulles IAD.\(^{372}\) I corresponded with Reeves to learn his coding method and subsequently constructed a similar approach using the jit.ulo. Using the LAX flights-per-second equation, this object downloads the LAX arrival times url every 55 seconds, which are then converted into a text file. Once converted, numbers are

\(^{371}\) During the three-week field recording trip I would periodically record sound off the car radio from different channels, which provided a large folder of sound bits that cover many topics.

extracted from the other data at an interval based on the worldwide flights-per-second equation and subsequently transcoded into piano notes.

In addition, the audio output from the piano instrument is routed to convolve with two text-based impulse responses. One is a Barack Obama sound sample stating: “This is not something in the distant future; climate change is already affecting us now” and the other is Marina Abramović saying: “What is important is from which state of mind you are doing what you are doing.” These impulses are coded to switch every 55 seconds. Thus, a multi-dimensional sonic element is layered into the Flight Variant installation system. Using the HISS Tool external multiconvolve~, these text-based impulses can be convolved with either a live input piano or with the Vienna Symphony Library piano samples. Consequently, two versions of Flight Variant emerged as I began to consider the possibility for a live concert version as well as the gallery installation version.

While the concert version does alter the non-linearity of this work with the beginning, middle and end parameters of live performance, the overall random functionalities of this system maintain the same contemplative state available in the non-linear gallery installation version and ensure that each performance is different. The only other difference between these two versions is the number of videos available for random selection—the gallery installation has 40 while the live version has 20. I reduced this number in consideration of the time allotted for the live performance version and proceeded to select videos with the greatest variety of flight path angles, removing any that contained clouds. I performed the live version of Flight Variant at Waikato University’s Lilburn composition awards (Figure 22).\footnote{Flight Variant won the 2016 New Zealand Lilburn award for best multimedia electroacoustic work.} Having done this, and having installed the gallery version on three separate occasions, the differences between the two versions motivated my thinking and making procedures to consider ways in which non-linear audiovisual installations can be experienced. While not the main focus for my PhD research, these considerations have informed my future research intentions.
The gallery version of *Flight Variant* premiered in August 2014 at the Toronto International Electroacoustic Symposium in Canada (TIES 2014). Under the working title *Lines*, I considered this rendition of the installation a work-in-progress as some of the core elements of my research were not fully realised. For example, because of the video playback issues in the Max 6 program at that time, a random functionality on a folder of jet stream videos did not run smoothly. The short-term solution for the TIES conference comprised a fixed-media version of the flights set to continuously loop. Constructed by Denton, this skilfully edited version did allow for a smooth video playback realisation but compromised the core purpose of my research into a non-linear and dynamic aesthetic.

This caused me to re-examine the purpose of non-linear operations in the visual component of this work. Denton’s edited version is well crafted with a high level of artistic choices and sensibilities. I concluded, however, that to dispense with the random functionality placed the *Flight Variant* visual element into the realm of linear fixed-media sensibilities, which was the opposite intention of my research. Consequently, over the course of creating the installation code, various methods for video playback were explored. I focused on constructing a system that could randomly play the video files without having to downgrade the high-resolution quality of Denton’s jet stream videos, ProRes 422 1920 x 1080. Fortunately, during my research, Cycling 74 upgraded the video playback.
capabilities of the Max 7 program, which enabled playback of much higher quality videos. As the research for *Flight Variant* occurred before, during, and after these upgrades, this installation went through many iterations to create the most robust system.

Accordingly, working on *Flight Variant* shifted my creative practice to more readily include the coding of the visual elements, which has further informed my shift of collaborative praxis. Previous to *Flight Variant*, my artistic focus in collaborative processes has encompassed the sonic/music elements. Because my research has veered towards non-linear processes, it has become necessary to include the coding of the visual components as part of my practice. This, in turn, has influenced my *making-doing-thinking-feeling* procedures of practice, as I am motivated to explore, at the onset of each project, the various elements that make up the works: the visual and the sonic. My initial artistic pathways reflect Ingold’s meshwork, in which the threads of different lines feed into the overall pathways travelled. Moreover, like Bennett’s text-body—where certain configurations of words can change one’s sensibilities—the visual, sonic-body and data-body can attune in different directions in a transformative mode that gives an account of the types of relations, responses and response-ability I find myself entangled in.
Undercurrent

“We are the generations that are overseeing the loss of so much of the diversity of living forms on this planet, the generations that are perhaps yet to fully understand and respect the significance of the intimately entangled, co-evolved, forms of life with which we share this planet.”

Thom van Dooren

As presented at the Balanced/Unbalanced 2015 International Conference in Tempe, Arizona, Undercurrent is a non-linear installation that features a five-panel video projection and surround sound. Using underwater footage captured by Shannon Harris (filmmaker), an audiovisual installation was created that uses computer vision as a co-creative device with the captured material. The pathways travelled to make this work encompass narratives beyond the particularities of the initial environment. In the development of my research, it bridges Flight Variant and the work that follows, Cathedral. Components of my creative code are expanded along with the thinking in the making procedures, which alongly wove into the mesh of my research.

I first met Harris when we were tree planters in British Columbia and, like Denton, her creative explorations in visual media have a multi-layered response to landscape embedded in environments. Since those gruelling days of reforestation, Harris and I have worked on several audiovisual projects; I have come to consider

374 van Dooren, Flight Ways, 21.
her method of capturing images as ‘chasing light.’ I believe her still and moving images to be an exquisite and evocative use of light and landscape.

We first discussed using her water footage for my non-linear research in relation to ocean footage captured off the West Coast of British Columbia (Figure 24). This footage contains punctuated sunlight reflecting off the water, which stimulated my interest in exploring computer vision as a sonic triggering device. These initial conversations took place just prior to my three-week field recording trip in the Southwestern regions of the United States, and Harris’s journey to the Yalakom River in British Columbia. The specificity of her journey was unknown to me at that time; however, we had an understanding that I was interested in video footage that captured sudden movements of light.

![Figure 24. Ocean footage off the British Columbia coast. Photo S. Harris.](image)

As it happened, the footage Harris captured at the Yalakom River was eventually explored for the installation *Undercurrent*. This footage emerged from what was initially a personal journey for Harris. Her visit to this location was a pilgrimage in memory of her recently deceased father, as they had camped often in this region. Of this Harris says: “I had no intention of filming on this pilgrimage but usually bring my cameras wherever I go. As I spent time by this quick river listening to the ‘shrush and bubble’ I was filled with a profound sense of completion—of cycles and patterns, beginnings and endings. I started shooting,
watching light."375 Thus, Harris’s creative process is embedded in presence, place, and time in which the camera “becomes embodied, my eye/I, my experience.”376

Through refined experimentation, and with breaks to warm her hands from the glacial freeze, the *Undercurrent* footage was eventually captured while “try[ing] to find the light under water.”377 It was the quality of light that prompted my decision to use this footage in a non-linear installation. Imbued with a hypnotic play of light, these underwater shafts of sunlight with the movement of water morph at times into a painterly quality (Figure 25).

![Figure 25. Undercurrent.](image)

With no prior knowledge of Harris’s intention of a “pilgrimage,” the concurrent audiovisual collection process throughout the Southwestern drought regions of the United States additionally influenced my visceral response to the underwater play of light. As noted, this gruelling three-week journey took me to many polluted and bleakly sunbaked landscapes. The lack of water and its pollution was at the forefront of my mind.

When the 2015 *Balanced-Unbalanced* conference call for proposals was posted with the theme “Water, Climate, Place: Re-Imagining Environments,”378 I took that opportunity to proceed with my research and submit *Undercurrent* for presentation. Having attended the 2013 *Balanced-Unbalanced* conference in

---
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Noosa, Australia and installed two audiovisual installations: *Beads* and *Aspects of Trees*, I had come to appreciate the research of Ricardo Dal Farra.

Farra launched the *Balanced-Unbalanced* conference in 2010 “to develop the role of the media arts and artists in dealing with environmental challenges”\textsuperscript{379} As Farra states: “Everyone has a responsibility in the construction of the future, electronic artists too. We can reflect, research and create. We can act and also invite others to reflect, engage, envision and act.”\textsuperscript{380}

With this in mind, the research for *Undercurrent* quickly followed. I selected a single underwater video from Harris’s footage (Figure 26), and subsequently divided it into five panels (Figures 23 and 25). From there, I constructed a computer vision system that would respond to sudden changes of bright light on the centre video panel (demonstrated on the documentation film located on the external hard drive). Accordingly, these changes were coded to randomly trigger sonic material created using the method described in Chapter 4, and similar to the process for *Flight Variant*. A databank of sonic material comprised of field recordings, convolved samples, sonification and pre-recorded improvisations were placed into the installation system, all of which are randomly activated by the underwater movement of light captured on video.

![Figure 26. Single underwater video. Photo S. Harris.](image)

\textsuperscript{380} Ibid.
From these initial pathways, other influences began to mesh into this non-linear installation. Like *Flight Variant*, where the sonic-body of planes landing at LAX shifted my sensibilities in different directions, Harris’s underwater footage led me to consider larger structures of phenomena in relation to water. And, like Bennett, where the “effectivity of a text-body, including its ability to gesture towards something more, is a function of a distributive network of bodies,”\(^ {381} \) the pathways explored for *Undercurrent* gestured towards other material bodies, which influenced the final realisation of this work. These included the accumulation of plastics in the world’s oceans\(^ {382} \) and a range of sonic materials that have been recorded in this body of water by Ocean Conservation Research.\(^ {383} \)

I was initially drawn to the topic of plastics while on the three-week field recording trip in the USA. As we travelled, I would randomly record audio off the car radio while tuning in to different channels. These audio samples contain a plethora of items, but one news clip that caught my attention was the recent death of a number of whales in the stretch of ocean known as the North Pacific Garbage Patch.\(^ {384} \) Now thought of as “The Seventh Continent,”\(^ {385} \) this area is noted for having a high concentration of plastics.\(^ {386} \) These whales had starved to death after ingesting these plastics and becoming unable to digest food.

I was sickened and saddened by this information, which inevitably fed into the “dark-depressed” (via Morton) emotional state that was emerging because of the disturbing environments already explored on this journey. The ramifications of human agency were everywhere. On this topic, Thom van Dooren emphasises dualistic thinking as being “the core of a human exceptionalism that holds us apart from the rest of the world and, as such, contributes to our inability to be affected by the incredible loss of this period of extinctions, and so to mourn the ongoing deaths of species.”\(^ {387} \) Van Dooren’s research focuses on the effects the “Seventh Continent” has had on the bird species in this area. Accordingly, he suggests that taking grief seriously might “work to undermine our sense of human

\(^ {381} \) Bennett, “Systems and Things. On Vital Materialism and Object-Oriented Philosophy.”
\(^ {383} \) “Ocean Conservation Research.” http://ocr.org/sound-library/
\(^ {384} \) Scarponi, “The Seventh Continent—Musings on the Plastic Garbage Project.”
\(^ {385} \) Ibid.
\(^ {386} \) van Dooren, *Flight Ways*, 58.
\(^ {387} \) Ibid., 40.
exceptionalism—in particular, by highlighting both a deep evolutionary continuity between humans and other social animals, and our ecological entanglement in a more-than-human world.”

Subsequently, while researching Van Dooren, I was introduced to the American photographer Chris Jordan’s series of photos “Midway: Message from the Gyre.” This series of photos shows the decomposed bodies of albatross chicks—the bones and feathers—intermixed with the contents of the animal’s stomach, a pile of multicoloured plastics and other debris. Of this project Jordan writes: “For me, kneeling over their carcasses is like looking into a macabre mirror. These birds reflect back an appallingly emblematic result of the collective trance of our consumerism and runaway industrial growth.” Jordan’s photos resonated with me in regards to Denton’s and my field recordings at the Salton Sea and the overwhelming number of dead bird and fish carcasses we saw, caused by that area’s pollution (Figure 27). While both scenarios are embedded in different locations, these processes of “entangled becoming[s]” and the agency of the human and nonhuman bodies, for me, further problematized human exceptionalism. Further to this, Van Dooren, via Morton’s notion of the hyperobject, says:

Figure 27. Salton Sea dead fish and bird remains. Photo A. Denton.
We have become members of a society with the capacity to recognize the specific harms that our ways of life are producing and to reflect critically on the consequent ways in which we are undermining the sustainability of our living planet. [...] And so, as a result of diverse, interwoven patterns of inheritance over immense temporal horizons, we have emerged as beings whose lives are lived ‘in the shadow of all this death’ but simultaneously under the weight of an ethical claim to work towards more ‘livable worlds’. [...] The Black-footed Albatross like any other species, is not a flight way through an empty void, but an entangled way of life, bound up in and becoming as part of a specific multispecies community.393

Thinking and being with these “interwoven patterns of inheritance” and “entangled way[s] of life,” elicited different pathways in the making-doing-thinking-feeling of Undercurrent. While the events out of which this installation emerged began with Harris’s ocean footage and then her river footage, the engagement with this material drew forward a co-creative process that alongly intra-acted with other subjects and objects in an on-going process of becoming.394 Out of this, the question of response and response-ability emerged and as my research proceeded, I would in practice consider these questions.

Figure 28. Undercurrent Max 7 patch in presentation mode.

393 Ibid., 77–78.
With regard to the sonic materials recorded in the ocean, I obtained a folder of audio samples recorded by the Ocean Conservation Research.395 These included seismic surveying signals, mid and low frequency sonar, underwater airguns and boat noise, and the sounds of a variety of sea creatures. Thus, the final *Undercurrent* installation contains an audio folder that includes convolved field recordings with improvised musical motifs and the conservation samples. The improvised motifs were realised using a similar convolution instrument to that created for *Flight Variant*. The impulse responses used include an underwater sound sample captured at the Yalakom River and a short Blue Whale call. In response to the whale impulse, I improvised using the Vienna Symphony Bassoon library, and for the underwater impulse I used the Vienna Symphony Flügelhorn library. Short improvisations were recorded in an accumulative folder and successively placed into the installation system, randomly triggered by the sudden changes of light.

The final sonic apparatus layered into this work was a video sonification device. This coding component implements Christopher Dobrian’s 396 movie sonification code to generate a sonic layer directly from the installation video. Using this device, the hue of the video is mapped to pitch and the level to intensity, which is sonically realized through the Max 7 iosebank~ object (an interpolating oscillator bank). Subsequently, I convolved the output of the oscillator with an underwater impulse captured at the Yalakom River using the multiconvolve~ object. The volume of this device sequentially turns ‘off’ or ‘on’, based on the random activation of the underwater movement of light analysis.

Having installed *Undercurrent* at the 2015 *Balanced-Unbalanced* conference in Arizona, once I was back in New Zealand, the work for *Cathedral* began. As stated on page 90, components of my creative code were expanded upon with each successive work and alongly woven into the mesh of my research. The link between *Undercurrent* and *Cathedral* is the use of computer vision as a triggering device in response to sudden movements of sunlight. For *Cathedral*,

https://cycling74.com/forums/topic/stereo-sonification/#.WKEf2BR3Zsg
however, the sunlight was captured through the trees of the Sequoia Nation Forest in the Sierra Nevada region of the United States.

All of these sonic, visual, and experiential elements thus fed into “an associated milieu of the emergent relation[s]” that made up the co-creative forces informing my research. Restating Manning and Massumi, these emergent relations constitute an “environmental mode of awareness” [...] that does not yet seek to distinguish between human and nonhuman, subject and object, emphasizing instead an immediacy of mutual action [...].”

---

Cathedral

“What art really does is generate “far off balances” from everyday life and to that effect, it actually de-frames and shakes up the quotidian.”

Chris Salter via Félix Guattari

The voices of the tourists in this forest became hypnotic. In my headphones, it was as if I were listening to a weird Gregorian chant. I slipped into a slowed down, somewhat meditative state. While all the people scurried around trying to get their pictures taken next to General Sherman, I became transfixed on the melodic lines of the overlapping languages and the punctuated rhythms of footsteps and cameras.

By volume of wood, the giant sequoia is the largest tree in the world. Native to the Sierra Nevada region of the United States, this species of tree was first discovered in the 1830s and, because of its enormous size, attracted admirers and loggers alike. There is a substantial history surrounding the conflict between these two groups and subsequent legislation passed on September 25, 1890, that designated the Sierra Nevada region a protected national park. In the last decade, on average, one million tourists annually have visited the Sequoia National Forest to view the giant sequoias, particularly the largest tree in the park, General Sherman.

The audiovisual installation *Cathedral*, created from the field recordings captured in the Sequoia National Forest in July 2014, is a response to this environment and constructed space. The initial research that informed the making of this non-linear installation occurred before the field recording and, as described on pages 33–39, was set in motion by the previous collaboration with Andrew Denton on *Aspects of Trees*. Those early explorations focused on building a multi-panel non-linear ‘video fabric’ (Figure 30) that incorporated computer vision techniques as a co-creative and sonification device. At the time of the Sequoia National Forest field recording, I had previously experimented with a variety of video footage

Figure 30. Early 'video fabric.'

---

400 Ibid.
401 Ibid. Along with Kings Passage Canyon National Park, legislation was passed on September 25, 1890 to created the Sequoia National Forest.
in the ‘video fabric’ apparatus, including that of other forests. Those forests shots, however, were specific to the pine beetle epidemic in British Columbia, and had a different narrative to that of Sequoia National Forest.

My journal entries, on pages 45 and 99, best convey the shift of experience (Morton’s weird weirdness), or Guattari’s “far off balances,” that occurred during this field recording session: from the stained glass metaphor of light through the dust-covered bus window, to feelings of strangeness being transported to the descending walkway that leads to General Sherman, to hearing the overlapping voices reverberating in the forest as a cathedral-like polyphony punctuated with footsteps and different camera sounds. My responsiveness to these elements informed the Cathedral installation.

Later, when listening to the audio field recordings, the quality of the voices in this environment reinforced the cathedral metaphor, from which a complex polyphony of thinking-feeling emerged. This included subjective experiences as a singer, along with thoughts on the Catholic Church and constructed spaces of worship. As a singer, I have performed in various spaces including large cathedrals and, on a visceral level, understand how environments affect a singer’s performance abilities. Over time, I have developed a physical responsiveness to particular spaces: for example, long reflective reverbs like those found in a large cathedral (or that experienced in a Sequoia forest) make me to want to sing. I do, however, have issues with Catholicism, having grown up in a society predominantly Catholic or Protestant. Listening to my audio field recordings agitated a complex polyphony internally, which motivated the title of this work. It is important to note that this installation is not a commentary on religious beliefs and teachings; but rather, a responsiveness in creative practice that acknowledges the situatedness of the encounter—including (restating Kim-Cohen) “other nested and overlapping matrices.”

When reviewing Denton’s Sequoia National Forest footage, I was drawn to those items that captured the shafts of sunlight through the trees (Figure 31) and ones that contained lens flares (Figure 32). Accordingly, the stained glass metaphor was reinforced and it motivated my decision to use this footage in an expanded version of the ‘video fabric’ device (Figures 33 and 34).

403 Kim-Cohen, Against Ambience and Other Essays, 59.
Figure 31. Sequoia National Forest. Photo A. Denton.

Figure 32. Sequoia National Forest. Photo A. Denton.

Figure 33. ‘Video fabric.’
Like the footage in *Flight Variant*, Denton captured the Sequoia Forest at very high speeds (slow motion) using a high-definition camera. Also, his uses of extreme wide (12-16mm), or super telephoto (400-800mm) lens alter the perspective in which the shots were captured.\(^{404}\) In regards to lens flare, Denton describes his method of capture as “surfing the light wave.”\(^{405}\) By positioning the camera at a particular angle to the sun, he was able to capture a series of flares that produced the vibrant purple, turquoise and red that periodically punctuate this footage.\(^{406}\) It was these moments of punctuated sunlight and lens flares, coupled with the sonic sensation of a cathedral-like polyphony that motivated the pathways of practice traversed for this portion of my creative research. It is of interest to note that while Denton’s method of capture aimed for a smooth motion, for me, the more interesting patterns in the ‘video fabric’ system occur during bumpier moments.

Similar to *Flight Variant*, the coding for the video portion of the *Cathedral* installation occurred over many iterations. The first ‘video fabrics’ were constructed before the significant upgrades to the Max 7 program and continued throughout the course of my research. Hence, the early ‘fabrics’ were not as responsive or robust as I wanted. In those early explorations, three videos were redistributed onto an 8x6 matrix. Each video was individually coded for continuous playback at random ramp speeds between 0.80–1.20. These varying speeds created slight temporal shifts in the

\(^{404}\) Andrew Denton, “Cinematic Affect in a Time of Ecological Emergency” (Monash University, 2016), 28.
\(^{405}\) Denton, "Personal Communication."
\(^{406}\) Ibid.
matrix and resulted in what I call ‘video fabrics.’ At that time, the random ramp rate was based on a metro set to 1/10th of a second.

As my research progressed and I was able to construct a more responsive and robust system, I allocated this rating to computer vision, specifically the sudden movement of brightness (sunlight) in each video, illustrated in Figure 35. Building on the research done for the Undercurrent installation, I devised a method where sudden changes in brightness in the forest footage became a triggering device. This additional variant, governed by Denton’s footage, added a quality to the Cathedral installation that aligned with the type of non-linear and agential, co-creative qualities I sought to tease out from the field recording material.

![Figure 35. Cathedral Max 7 patch computer vision.](image)

In total, thirty of Denton’s Sequoia National Forest videos were selected, all of which contained various sunlight movement or lens flares. For the final installation, and after constructing different matrix sizes, I settled on a 10x10 grid (100 screens). I choose this grid size after projecting the ‘video fabric’ onto various surfaces where the clarity of the footage became important. For example, with the larger 24x12 grid (288 screens), each screen is reduced to a size where the footage is completely unrecognisable. This result was unsatisfactory as the moments of shifting from knowing what the image is to moments of abstraction were lost.

407 I include the button object in this picture for demonstration purposes. All buttons were replaced with a more effective method of coding in the final installation patch.
Onto this 10x10 grid, I routed six identical videos on simultaneous play. I randomised the selection of these concurrent videos by routing a loop notification from each `jit.movie` player to the Max `buddy` object, which sends one bang after all videos finish (Figure 36). Linking this bang to Karl Essl’s `xrandom` object, the random selections of concurrent videos are loaded into a `prepend set` object that, in turn, is triggered by the loop notification of each `jit.movie`. In this way, the random selection of videos will not repeat a number until all thirty excerpts are played. Accordingly, the video fabric is affected by the playback of the six videos, which continuously varies based on the random ramp rate governed by the movement of sunlight. In this way, the captured sunlight footage runs the whole installation and becomes a co-creative and performative agent.

![Figure 36. Video #6 + buddy system and xrandom object.](image)

Barad’s use of the phenomenon of diffraction to develop her performative ontology of “intra-action” articulates, for me, the entanglements at work in *Cathedral*. Barad (via Haraway) uses diffraction to denote her methodological approach to investigate the “entangled effects differences make.”

---

cited by Barad), diffraction is used as a metaphor to counterpoint the critical practice of reflexivity, which she believes is too “caught up in the geometries of sameness.” Accordingly, Haraway attends to the effects and relational nature of differences by claiming “a diffraction pattern does not map where differences appear, but rather maps where the effects of differences appear.” Barad picks up Haraway’s thread and builds on the notion of entangled differences by exploring the quantum phenomenon of diffraction and its philosophical implications by thinking “about the nature of difference, and of space, time, matter, causality, and agency [...].” Thus, for Barad (and Haraway), the nature of entanglements is “highly specific configurations.”

From the situated encounters experienced in the Sequoia National Forest, the differences and entangled configurations at work, and those that later occurred in creative practice, were highly specific to being in this environment. The agency and causality of such entanglements (space, time, matter), as explored in a non-linear and dynamic aesthetic, is a means to artistically and philosophically contemplate (and be in) the complexities and differences at work in a non-reductive way. Thus, the ‘video fabric’ and sonic aspects that emerge for the Cathedral installation embraces the multi-layered and highly specific variables found in this location.

Figure 37. ‘Video fabric.’

---
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Another pathway of practice to emerge during the making of *Cathedral* included a series of pattern formations based on the dynamic placement of the videos in the 10x10 grid. The following video allocation graph is an example (Figure 38), in which an X pattern is realised in the ‘video fabric’ (Figure 39). Different punctuated lighting and colour patterns occur based on what video is playing, coupled with the varying playback speeds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Six</th>
<th>Two</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Four</th>
<th>Five</th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Two</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Four</th>
<th>Six</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Six</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 38. Code pattern ‘X’.

Figure 39. Code pattern ‘X’ in ‘video fabric’.
In my attempt to find agential and co-creative devices from this situated encounter I, in turn, devised a coding system that created text patterns based on Sequoia tree data information. For example, the following two patterns were constructed using the tree seedling cone ratio of 3/5. This ratio coding system sequentially translates the numbers into video selections. The first translation pattern (Figures 40 and 41) uses five videos while the second uses six (Figures 42 and 43).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One</th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Two</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Five</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Four</th>
<th>Five</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 40. Pattern based on Sequoia ratio 3/5 using 5 videos.

Figure 41. Realisation of pattern with 5 videos

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Five</th>
<th>Two</th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Four</th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Five</th>
<th>Six</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Six</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 42. Pattern using Sequoia 5/3 ratio using 6 videos.

Figure 43. Realisation of pattern with 6 videos.

Nine patterns were created, the selection of which was eventually allocated to trigger when certain videos were chosen to play. Thus, each horizontal bank of ten screens in the ‘video fabric’ is preceded by a text file containing the pattern code unique to that row (Figure 44). These pattern-triggering videos are comprised of what I describe in the following paragraph as ‘line videos’ and were made in response to Denton’s lens flare footage.
Once my Cathedral system was more responsive and robust, I made a palette of colours extracted from Denton’s lens flare occurrences (Figure 45). From these, I created a series of videos, which eventually morphed into short line videos (Figures 46 and 47). Again, my motivation was to further draw out elements from the material captured from this environment as a co-creative device. In total, 8 line videos were created and subsequently placed into the overall installation. I also included two short black slug videos, bringing the total number of videos for random select to 40.
These line videos have no spikes of brightness; hence, the random playback speeds temporarily stop on the last selected number, which can cause overlapping movie selection (Figure 48). For me, these line videos within the non-linear system become moments of abstraction and operate in what Donna Haraway (via Stengers) refers to as the lure of abstraction. Of this Haraway says:

Isabelle Stengers has taught me the lure of abstraction. […] she has explained to me in exquisite technical detail the way abstraction works as a lure—that to which one is drawn in a movement, a pressure, an affective pressure of desire. That abstractions are those things which lure us for holding together the components of a question, of a problem, of a world and that abstractions break—the care and fitting of abstractions is an art. Far from being those things which alienate and objectify, abstractions are those things which lure for their promise of a fragile and mortal coherence—and then that it’s in their breaking that the desire for other abstractions, for abstractions that might work otherwise or do something else is born and activated.\(^{415}\)

\(^{415}\) Haraway, "Staying with the Trouble: Sympoiesis, String Figures, Multispecies Muddles".
I am drawn to these moments of abstraction in the same way Haraway describes—as a movement and pressure that lure me in. In the trajectory of my artistic practice and training (including my fine art studies) I have consistently been attracted to abstract fine art forms. While the historical subject of abstract fine art is outside the scope of my PhD research, many works from 20th and 21st century fine arts have often ‘lured me in’. Within the non-linear audiovisual installation platform, these abstract moments operate in a state of flux, from which emerges other luring-toward movements and pressures. I believe this lure of abstraction, within the dynamic non-linear aesthetic I am exploring, aligns with Manning and Massumi’s interpretation of Paul Klee’s “pure and simple line,” as “events of expression’s dynamic[ly] unfolding.” Here, Manning and Massumi are referring to event-based ecologies that begin in “creative chaos [from which emerges] the self-drawing of a pure and simple line, running from the commotional fullness of an impossible “what if” to the “here now” of an event risking its own singular individuation.”

For my research, I *alongly* wove Manning and Massumi in with Haraway’s (via Stengers) lure of abstraction, in that the event out of which unfolds the *making-doing-thinking-feeling* of practice is the beginning of a line (and lure) that travels on different pathways and entangled configurations (the mesh). Thus, the

---
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video lines using colours extracted from Denton’s lens flares, recorded in the situated encounter of the Sequoia National Forest, emerge out of “creative chaos” and in turn are rendered into simple lines of expression: “the generative forces informing the aesthetic event.”

For the sonic aspect of Cathedral, a large portion of the field recordings from the Sequoia Nation Park contained tourists speaking different dialects and languages. Each language and speaker had different rhythms, timbres and pitches that, in the natural reverb of this forest, overlapped into a polyphonic sonic element. After constructing the ‘video fabric’ system, including the computer-vision, and after the title of Cathedral emerged, I became interested in bringing these voices into this non-linear installation without overtly focusing on the specificities of the spoken words. The process of auto-convolution; that is, convolved with itself, seemed a suitable compositional technique with which to achieve this aim. Consequently, these text-based files doubled in length, but rather than sounding as if time stretched, the strong frequencies became stronger while the weaker ones dropped out. Applying auto-convolution again to the resulting files strengthened those frequencies and what emerged were small melodic motifs.

419 Ibid.
I was pleasantly surprised with the results of auto-convolution applied to text-based recordings, as this was not a technique I had previously explored to such a degree. Accordingly, a series of short melodic motifs emerged, as illustrated in Figures 50–52. Here, the indicated pitches are a simplified approximation of the resulting audio files, which contain a more intricate sonic layering.

These motifs in turn influenced a series of short singing improvisations I recorded. These vocalisations were done while immersed in the *Cathedral* system—the ‘video fabric’ and sonic layers. I chose this method of practice to embed my improvisations into the ecology of the work. Accordingly, I constructed a real-time convolution instrument for recording my voice. Constructed in Max 7, this ‘cathedral instrument’ contains a delay system set to the first 8 numbers of the 5/3 ratio and live convolution. Using the HISSTools Impulse Response Toolbox, five impulse responses were extracted from the field recordings, which contained the natural reverb of the forest. During these improvisation sessions, the capacity to switch between these impulses was available (Figure 53).
Auto-convolution was also applied to raw field recordings containing machine sounds such as the bus; human movement such as the sound of running children’s flip-flops; and bird songs. Thus the Cathedral installation contains a large folder of audio files: raw field recordings, and auto-convolved text-based and vocal improvisations, all of which are randomly triggered by the computer vision analysis based on the burst of sunlight through the trees. The final sonic apparatus incorporated in this work was a poly~ polybuffer-sampler (Figure 54). With this device, the selected audio is routed to a MIDI pitch sampler, randomly triggered by the incoming video analysis. For this instrument, I selected four vocal improvisations, two camera samples, one bus sound, one crow and a footstep sample.
Like *Flight Variant*, *Cathedral* can be exhibited as a gallery installation or as a live audiovisual work with voice. My initial configuration for the gallery version had two ‘video fabrics’ hung opposite to one another, a centrepiece made of up two monitors (Figure 55), and the sonic element. Displayed on the centrepiece is a high-resolution close-up video of General Sherman’s bark, which continuously pans upwards (Figure 56). This endless upward motion occurs as two similar videos fade between one another. For the final installation, I elected to hang one ‘video fabric’ rather than two (Figure 57) due to the amount of flickering light in the gallery space—at times it became distracting. Using two laptops, the ‘video fabric’ and sonic elements are linked via a computer-to-computer network. The computer vision analysis, located on the ‘video fabric’ laptop, sequentially sends the triggering data to the sound laptop. A third laptop is used for the centrepiece display.
Figure 55. Cathedral gallery version (3D mock-up).

Figure 56. Close-up of General Sherman’s bark. Photo A. Denton.

Figure 57. Waikato University installation. April 1–2, 2017.
To conclude, while the initial research for *Cathedral* took place in the first six months of my research, the making of this work traversed many interwoven lines and pathways of practice. In line with the discussions on agency and performativity, this research considers the complex, emergent, and dynamic encounters available through situated experiences and experimentation. The tendencies to emerge are deeply entangled in the mesh of the world, which provided a multi-layered point of creative enquiry. The result is a performative engagement with the world that functions as an aid to imagination and opens new capacities and vocabularies for creative research.
Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream

“A co-poiesis is occurring here.”

Manning and Massumi

I knew what to expect on this second visit to Bombay Beach, but it was still a shock to the system getting out of the vehicle. There is a weird feeling of venturing into a post-apocalyptic world. Everything is covered in a grey mud dry dust coupled with the smell of the ever-present decaying bodies of dead fish and birds.

This second trip to Bombay Beach was motivated by the piano found on the shore over a year ago (July 2014). Since then, I have found other people who have made recordings playing this instrument. To my complete dismay, however, when pulling into the site where I expected the piano to be—it was gone. One of the local residences of Bombay Beach informed me that it had been burned only two weeks before, and pointed to the location of the remains. I was gutted. But then, with Morton’s dark ecology and Bennett’s “thing-power” resonating in my thoughts, decided to move forward and record a different ‘piano ecology’ (Figure 59).

---

In 1905, when the Colorado River swelled and breached its banks, the water ran into the Salton Sink, a geographical region 220 feet below sea level. After two years of continuous flow, a 15-by-35 mile lake formed that became known as the Salton Sea. Taking advantage of California’s newest and now largest lake, the Salton Sea became a favourite getaway spot for nearby Los Angeles and San Diego residents. During the 1950s and ‘60s, Bombay Beach, which is located on the lake’s eastern side, became a prosperous resort town filled with sunbathers, water-skiers, and yacht club parties. During the 1970s, however, it had become clear that the ecosystem of the Salton Sea was quickly deteriorating. With no drainage outlet and little to no annual rainfall, the inflow of industrial pollutants and untreated sewage began to increase the lake’s salinity and caused the water to deoxygenate. What had become an angler’s well-stocked paradise quickly transformed into a rotten layer of dead fish and birds.

On the first field recording trip to this location in June 2014, after parking the vehicle and venturing into this environment, the odour itself stopped me in my tracks. The shoreline was littered with dead fish and birds and human objects in varying stages of decline, all of which were covered with a dusty white mixture of salt and dried mud. Once I had adjusted to the initial shock of this environment, I

---

proceeded to record the indexical signs of the human and nonhuman that now littered Bombay Beach. As noted in my journal entry on page 56, I became transfixed with the numerous objects scattered throughout this landscape: rusty metal objects sticking out of the ground, wooden refuse from dilapidated buildings, sections of concrete slab, plastic bags entangled and flapping in dead bushes, and a lone broken piano.

At the time of the first field recording, I had not yet researched the theoretically and philosophical positions of Jane Bennett and Timothy Morton. However, this experience at the Salton Sea motivated me to find ways to identify and engage with the feeling of strangeness that surfaced while recording in this location. For example, objects I would normally ignore transfixed me and I felt compelled to record them; for example, rusty pipes or a plastic bag flapping in a dead bush. During the first field recording, I responded and recorded accordingly. However, after engaging with Bennett’s “thing-power” and Morton’s Dark Ecology, I was able to consider the effects these objects had upon me, which in turn informed the second Salton Sea field recording that took place in December 2015.

Bennett’s development of “thing-power” from her chance encounter with a “glove-pod-rat-cap-stick” resonated with my chance encounter with the objects found at Bombay Beach and in turn influenced the direction of my research and the outcomes of the practice. As Bennett says: “Thing-power gestures toward the strange ability of ordinary, man-made items to exceed their status as objects and to manifest traces of independence or aliveness, constituting the outside of our own experience.” Thus, the objects found at Bombay Beach had “a certain effectivity of their own, [an] irreducible degree of independence from the words, images, and feelings they provoke in us.”

These objects, or indexical signs of what Morton describes as hyperobjects, evoked a feeling of strangeness (weird-weirdness) that remained throughout the field recordings, and would subsequently influence the pathways of practice that emerged. Accordingly, Morton’s Dark Ecology project offered ways to consider

---
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the ambiguity and uncanniness of this environment. There was much to be gained in embracing the “weird-weirdness” of this situation as it offered an intimacy with a multitude of life forms and objects and the entanglement of the mesh\textsuperscript{428} — including the negativity, irony and ugliness.\textsuperscript{429}

Of the locations explored during my research, Bombay Beach was the only place I returned to. As noted, the first field recordings occurred in July 2014, and the second in December 2015. Because of this, and because it was the last work explored for my research, \textit{Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream} emerged from a process that negotiated all the \textit{making-doing-thinking-feeling} pathways of practice \textit{alongly} travelled. To this effect, the final installation benefitted from all the moments of connection made during my researching—in practice and thought.

When I started working with the audiovisual material from Bombay Beach, I envisioned three separate installations titled \textit{In the Flicker}, \textit{Lines} and \textit{Piano at the End of a Sympoetic Stream}. Each work began by exploring different location subjects including water (Figure 60), birds in flight (Figure 61) and the broken piano (Figure 62). As my research progressed, however, it seemed appropriate to blend these works into one larger installation. Consequently, I found the multi-layered complexity of this environment was better expressed, as each component was nested in the mesh of the work.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure60.png}
\caption{In the Flicker.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{428} Morton, \textit{The Ecological Thought}, 15.
\textsuperscript{429} Ibid., 17.
To combine these elements, I reconsidered the placement of each component within the gallery space. The four-panel water projection (Figure 60) remained as is and was projected on a large fabric screen along the back wall. The piano videos were individually routed to three 42-inch TV monitors and positioned on the floor, while the bird footage was reduced to a single panel image and routed to two 20-inch monitors and separately onto six iPads positioned around the gallery (Figure 63). Apart from the iPad videos, each component was allocated to an individual Mac Book Pro laptop and coded to randomly select between a folder of videos: 14 in the water folder, 30 in the piano folder, and four in the bird folder. For the six iPads, I recorded a series of movies using the bird Max 7 patch using five additional videos, which included various bird flight pattern formations (Figures 64 and 65). These nine videos are then randomly selected during playback/record with the resulting videos successively loading onto an iPad.
Figure 63. Waikato University gallery installation April 21, 2017.

Figure 64. Flight Patterns. Photo A. Denton.

Figure 65. Flight Patterns. Photo A. Denton.
Concerning the *In the Flicker* Max patch, there are two styles of video footage; the clear blue water image (Figure 60) and more abstract water footage I call ‘the sparkles’ (Figure 66). The ‘sparkle’ footage contains blown out sun-on-water reflections plus one industry-in-the-distance image (Figure 67). The patch is coded to randomly select between 8 clear blue water videos and 6 ‘sparkle’ videos. As illustrated in Figure 69, the selection for each panel is unique to the two styles of video footage. For example, if the initial random number is between 0–7 the video selection for each panel will be chosen from the 8 clear blue water video; otherwise the selection is made from the 6 ‘sparkle’ videos. I also coded a functionality on the fade-in and cross-dissolve times for each of the four video players (Figure 69).

![Figure 66. The ‘sparkles’ footage.](image)

![Figure 67. Industry-in-the-distance. Photo. A. Denton.](image)
The Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream visual footage was recorded using a similar process to that for Flight Variant. Denton shot at 200 frames per second, which causes a slowing down process that draws out visual elements that would not otherwise be captured in normal mode. For example, the close-up footage of the burnt piano strings, captured at 200 frames per second, draws out subtle movements in the shadows of the strings. For me, this footage is very hypnotic beautiful and disturbing, and becomes a transformative element in the installation. Similarly, the blue water footage and birds in flight were captured at 200 frames per second using an 800mm lens. Specific to “the sparkles” water footage (Figure 66), Denton states that this method of capture enabled him to “isolate certain elements of the frame that can be in focus and others that
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aren’t.” Additionally, Denton overexposed the sun, “so it’s blowing out on the chip which gives it an intense abstraction.” For me, (via Manning and Massumi) combining these three elements into the final installation—the water, birds and piano—enabled the complex polyphony of this ecology to be explored.

_In the Flicker, Lines and Piano at the End of a Sympoetic Stream_ were coded to use computer vision as a co-creative device. _In the Flicker_, like _Undercurrent_ and _Cathedral_, used the sudden changes of sunlight on the water as a triggering device. _Lines_ and _Piano at the End of a Sympoetic Stream_ used the motion of the birds and piano strings respectively. When I first combined these three works into one, I considered using all triggering devices to influence the sonic layer. In the end, I elected to use three of the four birds in flight footage as the triggering device (Figure 70). I made this choice while listening to a selection of the audio recorded at Bombay Beach. There is an element of improvisation in the way I plucked and played many of the objects found in this environment, particularly the burnt piano (Figure 71). Consequently, these audio samples contain musical phrases based on this human-object-environment interaction. It was these musical phrases, coupled with the phrasing of the birds in flight, which motivated me to select this patch as the solo-triggering device for the sonic component.

![Figure 70. Bird Max patch computer vision.](image)

432 Ibid.
433 From a sonic arts perspective, Matthew Burtner defines this sort of human–environment interaction as EcoSon.
I recorded a significant number of field recordings and human-object improvisations at Bombay Beach. Given the various methods of recording sound—using contact microphones, hydrophone, AMT M40 piano microphone system and two-channel panned shotgun microphones—an alternate field of sonic material was captured that, for me, shifts the temporal perspective of this environment. The final installation thus includes elements from all sonic fields, all triggered by the birds in flight footage. Additionally, in my attempt to find agential and co-creative devices from this situated encounter, I sonified historical graphs\textsuperscript{434} of the salinity in the Salton Sea and the changes of fish biomass (Figures 72 and 73). Using the ‘Image Synth’ functionality in the program MetaSynth, these images were translated into sonic motifs in conjunction with a sampler instrument containing sounds recorded from the burnt piano; the result being a pitch shift phrasing based on the graphs.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{salton_sea_salinity_graph.png}
\caption{Salton Sea salinity graph.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{434} Allen H Hurlbert et al., "Fish and Fish-Eating Birds at the Salton Sea: A Century of Boom and Bust," \textit{Lake and Reservoir Management} 23, no. 5 (2007).
The last sonic aspect of *Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream* included convolution using the program SoundHack. For this process, I selected a water impulse that was recorded at the Salton Sea to convolve with a number of the burnt piano improvisations. In the end, the number of audio samples available for triggering by the birds in flight footage was 80. The lengths of these audio files vary considerably because of the different methods of interaction and recording. The result is an oscillation of environmental sounds and improvisations moving from foreground to background depending on the random triggering functionality. Because of this, and with the other components of the work, the final non-linear installation (Figures 74–76) moves through different temporal perspectives and, for me, evokes the weird weirdness (via Morton) of this environment: “a turn or twist or loop, a turn of event. […] [the] strange of appearance, […] [that] flickers a dark pathway between causality and the aesthetic dimension, between doing and appearing […]”\(^{435}\)

Figure 75. Waikato University gallery installation. April 21, 2017.

Figure 76. Waikato University gallery installation. April 21, 2017.

For the documentation photos (Figure 74–76), it was necessary to use filters due to the changing lighting conditions, hence the image colours have altered from the original work.
6. ALONGLY INTEGRATED

“[It] seems to be an implicit desire by individuals to integrate their sonic creativity within the broader social, cultural and ecological context of today’s world.”

Barry Truax

To be true to my research intentions, I have called this summation alongly integrated rather than a conclusion. Since my creative works and thinking in the making procedures progressed in moments of emergence—and out of the various conditions, influences and knowledges—this chapter is a part of the interwoven narrative and evolving meshwork.

I began writing this chapter when a recent edition of Organised Sound 22, no. 1 was published. Barry Truax, the issue coordinator, called for submissions that considered context-based composition as a method of practice. An aim of this issue was to survey contemporary and emerging practices in the field. As Truax notes, the response to the call was “overwhelmingly positive”—so much so that a second edition was put in place.

In the editorial, Truax posed the question: “Do I dare hope that many of today’s practitioners, both emerging and professional, are not content to reside in a musical ‘ivory tower’, but would like to reach a wider audience and feel that their skills have some social value both within and outside the purely artistic world?” My answer is “yes.” My more complex and subjective answer is that the musical ‘ivory tower’ is one form of human exceptionalism which conceptualises creativity as an anthropocentric mental regurgitation—and usually one based on a male, European, and genius paradigm. The result, I believe, is a disembodied and romantic idea of creativity placing human activity above or outside the world. Also, it is made a problem by the theoretical and philosophical positions of the researchers I have explored during my research. As Haraway notes, human exceptionalism is “literally unthinkable in the best scientific
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438 Ibid.
439 Ibid.
practices of our day [and] unthinkable across the transdisciplinary natural and engineering sciences, the human sciences and arts.440

In response to Truax’s call for submissions, Andrew Denton and I co-authored our paper “In Environments: The convergence and divergence of practice.”441 We took this opportunity to reflect on our history of collaborative audiovisual practice that, since 1997, has been embedded in the context of different environments. For me, the process of co-authoring this paper was a prelude to my PhD research as Denton and I focused on the convergence and subsequent divergence of our collaborative practice, which occurred during the making of Aspects of Trees. As noted in the Early Pathways of Practice section of my dissertation (pages 33–39), while making Aspects of Trees my move towards non-linear creative systems began, which was the springboard into my PhD research.

What I envisioned when embarking on my dissertation was an inquiry into non-linear creative processes to find new pathways in artistic practice. This was motivated by my interest in engaging the agency of material gathered from the different environments and exploring the creative tendencies that might emerge when the linear trajectory of fixed-media formats was suspended. My research was guided by the belief that non-linear creative processes that explore co-creative devices from the agency of material could elicit different sensibilities and modes of communication, providing an alternative method to be in creative practice and experience the world.

To this effect, the audiovisual installations contained in my dissertation provided a way to contemplate in practice the different agential and performative possibilities that are at work in any given environment, be it an airport, a forest, or a polluted waste land. By combining the techniques of computer vision, sonification and convolution, “processes of emergence”442 were foregrounded as a method of artistic practice. Moreover, folding in musical improvisations in response to these systems, and which the material then triggers, resulted in

440 Haraway, "Staying with the Trouble: Sympoiesis, String Figures, Multispecies Muddles".
441 Connors and Denton, "In Environments: The Convergence and Divergence of Practice."
original non-linear audiovisual installations that oscillate sonically, visually, and texturally in a meshwork of situated emergence.

In this mode of artistic practice the performative aspect of people, places, and things moved in a “dance of agency” (via Pickering) that explored co-creative processes to tease out these emergent paradigms of expressions. What I encountered in my research was that with attentiveness to these “intra-actions” (via Barad), diverse temporalities are enfolded into the practice, which draws forward different patterns of relationships. These relationships are unpredictable and required that I adopt a more open-ended comportment to the effects and capacities available in the environments and with the materials (via Bennett). Consequently, I found that an aesthetic developed, one that does not operate in the mainstream anthropocentric notion of creativity but rather emerges by intersecting with forces other than those of human design. These forces also included the “dark-depressing” and “dark-uncanny” (via Morton) out of which an alternative form of ecological awareness emerged. This aligned with the position of my practice in that the move towards non-linear systems began to redeploy my relationships with the encounters in the field and in my creative research. The installations then emerged out of a process of entangled “intra-actions” in the different environments and with the different materials and, in turn, became a luring towards movement and pressure (Stengers via Haraway).

To support my research, I was drawn to critical, theoretical, and philosophical discourses that broadened my ideas on agency and the performative, which provided different vocabularies with which to be in creative practice. Accordingly, I began to contemplate my artistic process as an ecologically performative act. I was inspired by the way that these others were thinking and writing about human and nonhuman agency and making human exceptionalism problematic. These discourses aligned with my subjective belief in interconnectivity (pages 18–22) and my concerns about the purpose of an art form relationally situated in time and place. So, from the core of practice, I began the task of considering my creative research in line with these thinkers and, as such, the concept of Ecological Performativity emerged.

My artistic focus shifted from a controlled (me) process to one of an ecology of practice, where the gesture of creativity and the artefacts that emerged were “produced by the relationship of relevance between the situation and the tool.” Restating van Dooren: “the specificity and proximity of connections matter—*who we are bound up with and in what ways.*” Through my shift to a non-linear praxis, the creative practice became more of an entangled co-creative process in the environments and with the materials. So, it has to do with the context of each work (echoing Truax) and being in differences (via Tsing), which in turn informed the pathways of practice and elements that were placed into the installation system.

*Audiovisual Installation as Ecological Performativity* thus contributes to research, an artistic *making-doing-thinking-feeling* creative practice that supports and broadens the emerging discourses on material agency, meshwork and “ecologically grounded creative practices.” Additionally, it evidences in practice and process an alternative vocabulary; what Truax denotes as an integration of creativity within the broader issues of today’s world. Ecological Performativity inhabits a multimodal method that does not attempt to fit neatly into a singular understanding or template; but rather, consciously takes account of the complexities, possibilities and interwoven threads of the entangled mesh.

Thus, my original contribution to the field of research is a practice-based methodology that sets up a new figuring to consider creativity as a co-creative activity. By using a specific range of processes to tease out these co-creative devices from the situated encounters in different environments—computer vision, sonification, convolution and improvisation—the creative act and resulting artefacts become multilayered “intra-actions” between people, places, and things. Therefore, the overt non-linearity of my ecology of practice contributes a thinking-in-the-making procedure that values a non-reductive process, and opens alternative possibilities and challenges. Consequently, an aesthetic based on processes of emergence has evolved. My practice-based research could be used for further inquiries into non-linear processes for creative research as it invites a
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broad perspective in the thinking and making procedures, from which other lines of wayfaring could emerge: as a “movement of self-renewal or becoming.”

From an artistic viewpoint, being in and with these processes of emergence is my original contribution to research, out of which came the non-linear audiovisual installations *Flight Variant, Undercurrent, Cathedral*, and *Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream*. These works represent an original contribution in the particular pathways of practice alongly travelled, as demonstrated in the portfolio section of my dissertation. Each installation evidences the different sensibilities, performative patterns of relationships and interwoven qualities of our material world with us in it and within it, which gives rise to different configurations in practice. My artistic practice has altered conclusively because of my PhD research. My relationship to a non-linear praxis was strengthened with regard to the worth of loosening-up (my) human-centric control over the final artefact, and the worth of suspending the linear trajectory of fixed media formats. I am surprised by what occurs when experiencing these installations.

**Looking Forward**

Towards the end of my PhD research, I was hired as the creative Max 7 coder for the audiovisual installation *The Organ Music*. This large-scale project was a collaboration with New Zealand composer Martin Lodge and Medtech Core for their Silo 6 exhibition (Figure 77) from October 28 – November 6, 2016. This interactive exhibition was New Zealand’s first ever medical technology showcase opened to the public and included pre-scheduled daily participation by many primary schools in the Auckland area (Figures 78 and 79). Working as a creative coder with Lodge and Paul Roberts from Medtech Core, we created a four-station music and visual installation, where the heart, lungs and muscles of the gallery visitors influenced the work (Figures 80–82). This occurred by hooking the participant up to medical sensors, where the readings determined what happened. The sensors sent data to four linked computers, which made changes to the audiovisual components.
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Figure 77. Silo 6, Auckland, NZ.

Figure 78. Primary school kids.

Figure 79. Visitors to *The Organ Music* lung station.
Figure 80. *The Organ Music* heart station. (Photo M. Lodge)

Figure 81. *The Organ Music* lung station. (Photo M. Lodge).

Figure 82. *The Organ Music* muscle station with Dr Lodge. (Photo G. Pittaway).
From this experience, I began to consider how to layer an additional “interaction” into my non-linear audiovisual installations. I had in fact begun this research while making Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream. During the second field recording trip to Bombay Beach, I collected two bass note piano strings from the burnt piano and began constructing an Arduino device whereby the plucking of the strings by a gallery visitor would alter aspects of the installation. In this case, I decided not to implement this device into the final installation; however, the idea was filed away for future research.

While research in interactive systems is not overly new, more creative inquiry—rather than technological—can be done with regards to the affective qualities that interaction can have in a non-linear system. To this effect, I would consider the development of the interactive non-linear audiovisual installations as improvisational systems. With improvisation already a component of Ecological Performative, expanding the tools of improvisation to gallery visitors would provide an additional layer of co-creative forces and alter how the non-linear audiovisual installations might be experienced. Additionally, I would explore different materials to install the audiovisual works. For example, I would experiment with custom made and flexible display materials, such as NanoLumens\(^{449}\), to create three-dimensional installations. The work can then function as a sculpture rather than confined to flat screens and square framed projections, which would encourage a different engagement with the artefact. For the sonic component, I am interested in building multi-speaker arrays that are influenced by the material engagement in the different environments.

Moreover, I would situate my research in specific environments for longer periods of time, rather than the ‘non-programmed’ approach used for my PhD research. While this process of ‘non-programmed’ was useful for being in the process of organising for emergence; situating my future research in specific environments for extended time periods would allow for a more thorough engagement with that encounter. Accordingly, I would consider ecologies where streamed Internet data could be enlisted more thoroughly as a co-creative device in the non-linear audiovisual improvisational system. These choices would be made prior to any field recording procedure.

\(^{449}\) http://www.nanolumens.com
To support this line of inquiry, I would consider the theoretical position of Natasha Myers and Carla Hustak’s *Involutionary Momentum: Affective Ecologies*\(^{450}\) in relation to interactive non-linear audiovisual improvisational systems. This would require in-depth research on my part into evolutionary theories and the biological phenomenon of symbiosis from a practice-based creative methodology.

**A Final Note**

It would be impossible to ignore the escalation of the crisis that has occurred in the world since I started my research in November 2013. The United States now has Donald Trump as President; the number of people being displaced and forced into refugee status has escalated; more people die from suicide each year (800,000) than from conflicts, wars and natural disasters and suicide is “the second leading cause of death among 15–29 year-olds globally;”\(^{451}\) and the number of animals that are listed to go extinct in 2017 has increased.\(^{452}\) The philosopher Jason Silva describes the current human condition as a state of “soul sickness;”\(^{453}\) Fritov Capra calls it a “crisis of perspective;”\(^{454}\) while Rob Nixon claims it to be a kind of “slow violence.”\(^{455}\)

For me then, it is only through creative practice I have the ability to be in the world on a level that feels connected and truthful to the things I care about—a sentiment shared by other creative practitioners.\(^{456}\) The alternative, as Haraway describes, is “the temptations to cynicism or defeatism, to despair, to various forms of avoidance and denial.”\(^{457}\) Operating in such entangled configurations from the core of creative practice:

\(^{450}\) Hustak and Myers, "Involutionary Momentum: Affective Ecologies and the Sciences of Plant/Insect Encounters."
\(^{453}\) Jason Silva, "Why Are We So Sad?" Accessed April 30 2017, WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/JASON SILVA/VIDEOS/184284992645944/
\(^{457}\) Haraway, "Staying with the Trouble: Sympoiesis, String Figures, Multispecies Muddles".
the nature/culture dualism implodes and we’re all repositioned as participants in lively ecologies of meaning and value, entangled within rich patterns of cultural and historical diversity that shape who we are and the ways in which we are able to ‘become with’ others.\textsuperscript{458}

The non-linear audiovisual installations developed during my research and the pathways of practice travelled in the making-doing-thinking-feeling, are my creative response (and response-ability) to the concerns and questions that have emerged along the way—by perceiving “in the everyday: a thinking of the world’s varied ways of affording itself.”\textsuperscript{459}
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APPENDIX

Documentation (External USB drive)

Before opening the Max patches please read and follow the instructions in the README.pdf located on the external flash drive. Contained in each folder are the video and audio folders linked to the specific Max project. Setup instructions are provided on the documentation videos.

Flight Variant

• Documentation film of Max patch and installation (21’55”): 1.Flight_Variant_doc.mov
• Max 7 Project Folders: Flight_Concert_Max_Project, Flight_Gallery_Max_Project
• Audio files folder: Flight_Audio
• Video folder: Flight_Videos

Undercurrent

• Documentation film of Max patch and installation (20'49’’): 1.Undercurrent_doc.mov
• Max 7 Project Folder: Undercurrent_Max_Project
• Audio files folder: Undercurrent_Audio

Cathedral

• Documentation film of Max patch and installation (39'49’’): 1.Cathedral_doc.mov
• Max 7 Patches: Cathedral_Video_Fabric_Max_Project, Cathedral_Music_Max_Project, Alter_xfade_Max_Folder, and Cathedral_Vocal_Improvisation_Max_Patch
• Audio files folder: Cathedral_Audio

Piano at the End of a Poisoned Stream

• Documentation film of Max patch and installation (18’34’’): 1.Piano_at_the_End_of_a_Poisoned_Stream_doc.mov 2.Bird_iPad1.mov
• Max 7 Project Folders: Piano_Music_Max_Project, Four_Panel_Water_Max_Project, and Piano_Video_Max_Project.

Note:
The installations described in my dissertation were created in Max 7 on a Mac Book Pro 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 with 16 GB of Ram running the program in 64 bit mode. These patches will not operate properly in 32 bit mode. Also, they have been configured using the new project folder method available in Max 7. Each project folder should be placed in the Max 7 project folder located in the Users>> Documents>>Max 7>>Project folder. Other instructions regarding the Max patches are provided at the beginning of each documentation film.